Committee of Adjustment/Planning Advisory Committee
Meeting Agenda
April 19, 2021 – 1:00 p.m.
Please be advised this meeting will be held using Electronic Participation
due to the Covid-19 Pandemic.
To connect to the meeting, register using Zoom
OR
Contact the Township Office at (613) 479-2231 ext. 231

1. Call To Order
2. Approval of Agenda
3. Disclosures of Pecuniary Interest and General Nature Thereof
4. Delegations
None.
5. Adoption of Minutes
a) Minutes of a Regular Meeting dated February 16, 2021.
6. Business Arising From Minutes
a) A01/21– Chris and Darlene Montgomery – 1271 Parsons Lane
Relief from the following Section(s) of Zoning By-law #55-19:
 3.24(d), 3.27(e) and 4.4.3 (a) – To Enlarge an Existing Legal NonConforming Dwelling within the 30 metre setback of Canonto Lake.
7. Zoning By-law Amendment Application (Recommendation to Council)
a) Z01/21 – Fred and Francis Pelley - (1671 East Bay Road)
8. Consent Applications
a) B06/21 – Kathryn Eadie and Sandy Allin – 1055 Forest Lane
 Lot Addition
b) B07/21 – Glen Manion – Road 506
 Creation of Right-of-Way
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9. Minor Variance Applications
a) A03/21– Mary Bellefeuille – 9829 Road 509
Relief from the following Section(s) of Zoning By-law #55-19:
 3.24(d) and 3.27(e)– To Enlarge an Existing Legal Non-Conforming
Dwelling within the 30 metre setback of Palmerston Lake.
b) A04/21 – Joseph Poulin – 9489C Road 509
Relief from the following Section(s) of Zoning By-law #55-19:
 3.27(c.ii) – To Construct a Dwelling and an Accessory Building within the
Setback from the Boundary of a Licenced Pit.
10. Other Business
11. Adjournment
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Minutes of the Meeting of the Committee of Adjustment/Planning Advisory Committee
for the Township of North Frontenac, held Tuesday, February 16, 2021 through
Electronic Participation.
Present: Barbara Sproule, Chair; Carl Tooley, Member; Gerry Lichty, Member; and
Janice Arthur, Alternate Member.
Also Present: Tara Mieske, Clerk/Planning Manager (Secretary); Brooke Drechsler,
Deputy Clerk/Assistant to the Planning Manager; Sonya Bolton, Manager of Community
Planning, County of Frontenac ;Jennie Kapusta, Community Planner, County of
Frontenac; and Councillor Fred Fowler, Council Liaison.
1. Call To Order
The Chair called the meeting to order at 1:03 p.m. and read the opening remarks.

ft

2. Approval of Agenda
Moved by Gerry Lichty, Seconded by Carl Tooley #09-21
Be It Resolved That the Committee approves the Agenda for the February 16, 2021
Meeting, as circulated.
Carried

D
ra

3. Disclosures of Pecuniary Interest and General Nature Thereof
None.
4. Delegations
None.

5. Adoption of Minutes
Moved by Carl Tooley, Seconded by Gerry Lichty #10-21
Be It Resolved That the Committee adopts the Minutes of a Meeting of the Committee
of Adjustment/Planning Advisory Committee held on January 18, 2021 as circulated.
Carried
6. Business Arising from Minutes
None.

7. Consent Applications
a) B01/21, B02/21 & B03/21 – Andrew and Barbara Vos/1632370 Ontario Inc. – 1005
Levere Road and 1031 Levere Road
 New Lot from 1005 Levere Road;
 Lot Addition from 1005 Levere Road to 1031 Levere Road;
 New Lot from 1031 Levere Road
Jennifer Watson, Agent, was present for the hearing.
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Kapusta advised the retained portion of the lot is the large property located at 1005
Levere Road. The smaller lot is 1031 Levere Road. Kapusta advised the first
application will be for the creation of a new lot; followed by a second application for a lot
addition from the larger parcel to the smaller parcel. The third application will divide that
lot into two new lots. She advised the proposed lots meet the minimum provisions of the
Zoning By-law for area and frontage.
She noted a rezoning will be required for the proposed lots from Recreational
Commercial to Rural; and that the retained lot will keep the Recreational Commercial
designation, as requested by the Applicants. She advised the retained lot meets the
area and frontage requirements of the Recreational Commercial designation.

ft

Kapusta advised that the applications were not circulated to Mississippi Valley
Conservation Authority (MVCA) as the proposed lots are not located on water; have no
wetland areas; and do not have any natural features. The applications were circulated
for review and comments with respect to septic inspection; however site inspections
were deferred as the lots were not able to be evaluated due to weather conditions.
Kapusta recommended the applications be deferred at this time until the septic review is
completed.

D
ra

Lichty advised he did not attend the site due to weather conditions and agreed with the
recommendation to defer until the spring. He noted there appeared to be a slight
discrepancy between the provided sketch and the applications regarding the area of the
lots.
Drechsler advised there were no comments from the public.

Moved by Gerry Lichty, Seconded by Carl Tooley #11-21
Be It Resolved That Severance Applications B01/21, B02/21 and B03/21 – Andrew
and Barbara Vos/1632370 Ontario Inc. – 1005 Levere Road and 1031 Levere Road,
Geographic Township of Barrie for the creation of two New Lots and a Lot Addition shall
be deferred until inspections can be completed in the spring.
Carried
b) B04/21 & B05/21 – Dan Cannon, Peter Littkemann, Karen Cannon and Sara
Cannon – Shabomeka Lake Road
 Two New Lots
Dan Cannon, Applicant, was present for the hearing.
Kapusta advised the applications are to create two new rural lots from a large parcel,
with one retained lot; and that all lots meet the required area and frontage. She noted
North Frontenac Public Works reviewed the proposed entrance locations and advised
Public Works advised the entrances are acceptable and no upgrades to Shabomeka
Lake Road would be required. Kapusta noted the applications were circulated to Hydro
One for review and comment, who advised they had no objections to the proposed
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development. Kapusta advised the applications were circulated for review and
comments with respect to septic inspection; however site inspections were deferred as
the lots were not able to be evaluated due to weather conditions.
Kapusta advised there was a lot of interest from the public regarding the applications.
She advised public comments were circulated to the Committee and provided in the
Agenda. She advised additional comments had been received after the agenda had
been circulated and would be included in the final Planning report.
Kapusta noted many of the public comments referred to potential new commercial use
on the proposed lots; Short-term Accommodation concerns; the existing conditions
along Shabomeka Lake Road; the location of the proposed entrances; impact on lake
quality, increase in noise; increase in traffic; and access to Shabomeka Lake from the
proposed lots. Kapusta recommended the applications be deferred at this time until the
septic review is completed; and to provide the Planners and Township staff time to
address public concerns.

ft

Sproule advised she did not attend the site due to weather conditions and agreed with
the recommendation to defer until the spring.

D
ra

Lichty advised a hydro easement was noted on the provided sketch and noted there
appeared to be sufficient room on the proposed lots to meet the required setbacks.
Kapusta advised the applications had been circulated to Hydro One, who had no
concerns with the proposed development.
Tooley asked if the Applicant owned the property up to Shabomeka Lake Road.
Kapusta noted the property directly abuts the road and that the road may not be
centered on the road allowance. She noted the Applicant does not require a Right-ofWay over the road allowance, as the property touches the road allowance.
Sproule asked if the Applicant owns the property next to the proposed severed parcel.
Kapusta noted it appears to be a Township road allowance to the south and a different
owner to the north.
Arthur noted comments received from Mr. Campbell (resident) showed restrictions
placed on his back lots through a past severance application. Kapusta advised every
severance application is considered on their own merits and must follow the policies
and By-laws in place at that time.
Sproule asked if there were any comments from the Applicant. Mr. Cannon thanked the
Committee for their time and advised he had no comments.
Drechsler advised members of the public indicated they would like to provide comments
on the applications.
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John Campbell, resident, advised the Committee should consider the proposed
development and future use of the property with respect to a potential Short-term Rental
By-law being considered by Council. He noted the applications appeared to be two tier
development; that Section 4.10.5 of the Township’s Official Plan addresses single tier
development; and the Official Plan discourages two tier development.
Mr. J. Campbell advised the properties should be rezoned as they will be used for
commercial purposes, which is not permitted under Rural zoning. He noted the General
Commercial designation permits accommodations (i.e. Tourist Establishment, hotels,
motels, etc.) and advised the proposed applications warrant either restrictions or should
be denied.
Bolton advised the Committee will be provided a final Planning report including staff
recommendations. She advised public comments should be presented at this time
(verbally or in writing) in order to be included in the Planning report.

ft

Arthur noted that with the possible increase in phosphorous levels and impact on lake
capacity due to the increase in development, an environmental assessment may be
required.

D
ra

David Campbell, resident, noted his property will be directly affected by the proposed
development. He advised the closest access from the proposed lots to Mazinaw Lake
would be across his property. He noted the Applicant owns two waterfront lots, which
are run as unsupervised, unlicensed, commercial enterprises. He advised this has
resulted in overcrowding on the water and an increase in late night activity. He advised
further increase in land development will not be limited to these lots and noted the
applications should be considered an as Application for Subdivision. He noted the
Applicant will have created 5 separate lots in total, each with accommodations for 12
people, resulting in a sleeping capacity of up to 60 people.
Mr. D. Campbell advised this is a blatant commercialization of a family neighbourhood,
which the Committee should not approve in good conscience, even if it meets the letter
of the law. He advised he provided records to Tara Mieske, Clerk/Planning Manager,
regarding a severance for his property from 1990, approved under the same Planning
Act that applies to the applications being considered by the Committee. He noted
restrictions were placed on the back lots with respect to future use. He advised it would
be unfair and inequitable to not impose the same restrictions on the proposed lots. He
noted the restrictions imposed on his property set a precedent which should be applied
to all owners. He advised the Township needs to clearly define their stance on Shortterm Rentals and waterfront development and listen to the cottagers around the lake.
Mieske advised Township staff are searching for the records of the severance of Mr.
Campbell’s property; however the application would have been considered by the
Frontenac Planning Board as this was pre-amalgamation. Kapusta noted previous Bylaws/policies are not the same By-laws/policies that were in place in 1991. Bolton
advised County and Township staff could discuss the restrictions on the property with
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Mr. Campbell; however she noted the restrictions on Mr. Campbell’s property are not
the issue before the Committee.
Robert Reid, President, Mazinaw Property Owners Association (MPOA), advised
residents most impacted by the application had not received notification of the hearing.
He noted the MPOA have received a litany of complaints (i.e. noise, careless boating,
increase in traffic). Mr. Reid noted he is concerned approval of the proposed lots will
create a two tier development in the area. He advised, prior to allowing the severances,
the Committee should look at the “big picture” and the impact of the decision on lake
capacity.
Jeffrey Doll, resident, asked if the Applicant had stated their intent with the land. He
noted no site plan or building application had been provided for the potential dwellings.
Mr. Doll noted he had serious concerns regarding the phosphorous levels of the lake.
He asked if a groundwater assessment for the proposed lots would be required, as a
creek on the property flows into the Mazinaw.

D
ra

ft

Mr. Doll noted the additional entrances may create hazardous conditions due to the
curvature of road, speed limit and blind spot. Mr. Doll noted he is concerned with public
access to the water and integrity of the lakefront. He advised there is only so much
waterfront on the lake.
Joshua Moon, Solicitor representing Allison and Jeff Gibson, advised an email had been
provided on Friday, February 12, 2021, expressing Mr. and Mrs. Gibson’s concerns. Mr.
Moon noted there is an issue of Adjournment of a Public Meeting, to be reconvened at a
later date. He noted planning rational had not been prepared by the Land Use Planner,
with no analysis as to how the applications comply with the Provincial Policy Statement
(PPS), Township Official Plan (OP) and current Zoning By-law.
Mr. Moon noted an email from Mr. Cannon (Applicant) included an admission of
commercial use for the subject property. Mr. Moon advised the Committee and
Township may face Planning Act problems and Zoning problems. He advised a Zoning
By-law Amendment may be required to amend the designation. Mr. Moon advised the
Committee should consider the applications at a later date. Sproule noted no
recommendations had been provided to the Committee as the agencies, County
Planner and Committee Member were not able to visit the site due to weather
conditions.
Kapusta advised a planning rationale was not submitted with the applications. She
noted a Planning Report will be prepared by the County with a recommendation at a
later date, including any technical advice received by the required agencies.
Moved by Carl Tooley, Seconded by Gerry Lichty #12-21
Be It Resolved That Severance Applications B04/21 and B05/21 – Dan Cannon, Peter
Littkemann, Karen Cannon and Sara Cannon – Shabomeka Lake Road, Geographic
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Township of Barrie, for the creation of two New Lots shall be deferred until spring
inspections can be completed.
Carried
8. Minor Variance Applications
a) A28/20 – Mike and Bonnie Condon – 1675 East Bay Road
Relief from the following Section(s) of Zoning By-law #55-19:
 3.24 (d), 3.27(e) and 4.4.3 (a) – To Enlarge an Existing Legal Non-Conforming
Dwelling within the 30 metre setback of Buckshot Lake.
Mike and Bonnie Condon, Applicants, were not present for the meeting.

ft

Kapusta advised the application was for additions to an existing dwelling: to enlarge the
master bedroom; to expand the mudroom and stairs; and to relocate existing deck area
and add a screened in porch. She noted the Applicants will be installing a new
foundation, which will increase the height of the dwelling. Kapusta advised there will be
no further encroachment into the setback from the high water mark, as the additions will
be to the rear of the cottage.

D
ra

Kapusta advised the application had been circulated to Mississippi Valley Conservation
Authority, who have no objections with the proposed additions. She advised the
Applicants will be relocating and enlarging the septic system outside the required 30
metre setback. Kapusta recommended approval of the application.
Sproule asked if the Applicants will be adding an additional bedroom to the cottage.
Tooley advised the Applicants are enlarging the existing bedroom. Arthur asked if the
new foundation would include basement space. Tooley noted the Applicants planned to
raise the cottage a couple of feet, requiring excavation. He noted they planned to install
a furnace and winterize the cottage.
Tooley advised he attended the site on February 4, 2021. He advised the required
marking signs were posted. He noted the cottage is located on Buckshot Lake, an at
capacity lake. He advised the Applicants would like to add 110 square feet to the
bedroom at the rear of the cottage; construct an 88 square feet mudroom and entrance;
and replace the deck at the back of the cottage, to include a screened in porch. He
advised the Applicants will install a 5 feet by 14 feet walkway to access the mudroom.
Tooley recommended approval of the application, including a condition requiring a new
septic system be installed.
Drechsler advised there were no comments from the public.
Moved by Carl Tooley, Seconded by Gerry Lichty #13-21
Be It Resolved That Minor Variance Application A28/20 – Mike and Bonnie Condon 1675 East Bay Road, Geographic Township of Miller, shall be approved as per the
Decision dated February 16, 2021;
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And That the septic system shall be replaced to the satisfaction of the approval
authority;
And That the Secretary shall forward a copy of the Notice of Decision to the Applicant
and each person or public body that made a written request to be notified and any other
person or public body prescribed by February 26, 2021.
Carried
b) A01/21– Chris and Darlene Montgomery – 1271 Parsons Lane
Relief from the following Section(s) of Zoning By-law #55-19:
 3.24(d), 3.27(e) and 4.4.3 (a) – To Enlarge an Existing Legal Non-Conforming
Dwelling within the 30 metre setback of Canonto Lake.
Steve Sunderland, Agent, was present for the hearing.

ft

Kapusta advised the Applicants are requesting a screened in porch with a 13.7 metre
setback from the high water mark. Kapusta recommended the application be deferred at
this time until the site can be accessed for site inspections.
Lichty supported the recommendation to defer the application as the site can’t be
accessed due to weather conditions.

D
ra

Drechsler advised there were no comments from the public.

Moved by Gerry Lichty, Seconded by Carl Tooley #14-21
Be It Resolved That Minor Variance Application A01/21– Chris and Darlene
Montgomery, 1271 Parsons Lane, Geographic Township of South Canonto, shall be
deferred until spring inspections can be conducted.
Carried
c) A02/21– Dave Sugden – 1216B Farm Gate Lane
Relief from the following Section(s) of Zoning By-law #55-19:
 3.24 (e) – To Construct a New Dwelling on an Existing Undersized Lot
Dave Sugden, Applicant, was present for the hearing

Sproule advised the subject property is vacant. She noted the property was created as
a lot within a subdivision and does not meet the required area under the current Zoning
By-law; therefore the owner requires planning approval to build on the lot. Sproule
advised the required marking signs were posted.
Kapusta advised the lot was created through subdivision and is a comparable size to
the surrounding lots. She advised the provision regarding an absolute lot area of 0.2
hectares was included in the Zoning By-law to ensure smaller lots can be adequately
serviced. Kapusta advised the proposed dwelling will have a 32 metre setback from the
high water mark with the proposed septic system slightly further back.
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Kapusta advised the site was evaluated in advance of the snow. She noted comments
were not requested from Mississippi Valley Conservation Authority as the property is
located outside their regulation area. She advised comments were not required from
with respect to the septic system as the test holes showed the septic will be installed
outside the 30 metre setback. Kapusta noted the Applicant is aware that another Minor
Variance would be required if the proposed dwelling and/or septic system cannot meet
the required setbacks.
Kapusta recommended approval of the application.
Tooley asked Kapusta about the topography of land. Kapusta advised the lot is fairly
level with some slope. She noted the proposed development is outside the required
setback from a slope and the Applicant has advised the slope is less than 3 to 1. She
advised the waterfront area is naturally vegetated.

ft

Lichty noted the Zoning By-law states a lot must have an “absolute minimum” of 0.2
hectares for any proposed development. Kapusta advised the Applicant can meet the
other requirements for an undersized lot (i.e. lot can be serviced); however the lot area
is the reason for the Minor Variance before the Committee.

D
ra

Mr. Sugden advised his parents had planned to build on the lot but never had an
opportunity.
Drechsler advised there were no comments from the public.

Moved by Carl Tooley, Seconded by Gerry Lichty #15-21
Be It Resolved That Minor Variance Application A02/21 – Dave Sugden, 1216B Farm
Gate Lane, Geographic Township of Palmerston, shall be approved as per the Decision
dated February 16, 2021;
And That the Secretary shall forward a copy of the Notice of Decision to the Applicant
and each person or public body that made a written request to be notified and any other
person or public body prescribed by February 26, 2021.
Carried
9. Other Business
a) Administrative Report – Procedural Policy – In-person and Electronic Meetings.
Moved by Gerry Lichty, Seconded by Carl Tooley #16-21
Be It Resolved That the Committee receives for information the Administrative Report
from the Clerk/Planning Manager entitled “Procedural Policy – In-person and Electronic
Meetings”;
And That the Committee would like have to the option to attend Meetings in-person
using the camera and sound system or electronically subject to being in compliance
with KFL&A Public Health and Provincial legislation;
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And That the Secretary shall prepare a report to Council, recommending the
Committee’s Procedural Policy be amended to include this option for Council’s
consideration.
Carried
10. Adjournment
Moved by Carl Tooley, Seconded by Gerry Lichty #17-21
Be It Resolved That the meeting adjourns at 3:16 p.m. until March 15, 2021, at 1:00
p.m. or at the call of the Chair.
Carried

Approved by the Committee _____________________________

D
ra

________________________
Secretary-Treasurer

ft

_________________________
Chair

Received for information by Council _______________________, 2021.
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Planning Report
To:

Committee of Adjustment / Planning Advisory Committee

Prepared By:

Jennie Kapusta, Community Planner, County of Frontenac

Reviewed By:

Sonya Bolton, Manager of Community Planning, County of Frontenac

Re:

Application for Minor Variance for Part Lot 28, Concession 3, Geographic
Township of South Canonto, Township of North Frontenac (1271 Parsons Lane)

File Number:

A/1-21 (Montgomery)

Recommendation: Approve with Conditions
Date Prepared:
Date of Meeting:

April 12, 2021
April 19, 2021, February 16, 2021 (public meeting)

Proposal
An application for minor variance has been submitted to permit a reduction in the minimum
required 30 metre waterbody setback for the construction of an addition to an existing dwelling,
for a property located at Part Lot 28, Concession 3, Geographic Township of South Canonto,
municipally known as 1271 Parsons Lane (see attached map). The subject property has
frontage on Canonto Lake, and is accessed by Parsons Lane (a private road). The property is
0.79 hectares (1.9 acres) in area and is developed with a dwelling and accessory structures.
The purpose of this application is to permit the construction of a screen porch addition to an
existing dwelling. The existing dwelling is approximately 144 m2 (1,552 ft2) in area, including
attached deck, and is setback approximately 9.1 metres (30 ft.) from the high water mark of
Canonto Lake, at the closest point. The proposed screen porch is 30 m2 (320 ft2) in area and
will be constructed in line with the front of the existing dwelling. This addition will have a
minimum waterbody setback of 13.7 metres (45 ft.) and will not further encroach than the
existing dwelling; see Figure 1, below.
Minor variance is required to permit a reduction in the minimum required 30 metre waterbody
setback for the construction of an addition to an existing dwelling for the following reasons:
1. Section 3.24 (d): Renovation, Repair or Reconstruction of an Existing NonComplying/Non-Conforming Building or Structure. Nothing in this by-law shall prevent
the renovation, repair or reconstruction of an existing non-complying/non-conforming
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building or structure provided such renovation does not expand, enlarge or increase the
height, size or volume of the original non-complying building or structure.
Requested variance from this section:
a. Construct an addition to an existing dwelling.
2. Section 3.27 (e)(i) Water Bodies: All structures shall be setback from the high water
mark of all waterbodies a minimum of 30 metres with the exception of waterfront
structures which shall comply with the setbacks established in Section 3.1
Requested variance from this section:
a. Minimum setback from the high water mark: 30 metres, proposed addition to be
setback 13.7 metres (requested variance of 16.3 metres).
3. Section 4.9.3 (a) Limited Service Waterfront Zone Requirements: Minimum front yard –
with shoreline frontage, 30 metres.
Requested variance from this section:
a. Minimum setback from the high water mark: 30 metres, proposed addition to be
setback 13.7 metres (requested variance of 16.3 metres).

Figure 1. Sketch submitted with this application showing the existing dwelling and proposed
addition (green outline). The red dashed outline represents the property boundary.
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Background
This application was initially heard by the Committee in February, 2021 and was deferred until
the subject property was accessible for site inspections. Winter conditions made it impossible
to access the property as Parsons Lane is not winter maintained. A site visit was conducted by
planning staff, along with the septic approval authority and Committee member on March 30,
2021 to review the application.
The subject property is approximately 0.79 hectares (1.9 acres) in area with frontage along
Canonto Lake and is accessed by Parsons Lane, a private road. The subject property is
developed with a dwelling and accessory structures.
The surrounding area contains a mixture of similarly sized, developed, waterfront residential
lots along the shoreline of Canonto Lake and larger naturally vegetated parcels.
Under Section 45(1) of the Planning Act there are four tests a minor variance must meet. In
order to be considered, the application must meet all four tests:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Does the application conform to the general intent and purpose of the Official Plan?
Does the application conform to the general intent and purpose of the Zoning By-law?
Is the application desirable for the appropriate development of the lands in question?
Is the application minor?

Planning Analysis
Provincial Policy Statement, 2020
The 2020 Provincial Policy Statement (PPS) provides direction on matters of Provincial interest
related to land use planning and development. The PPS promotes efficient land use and
development patterns that support strong, liveable and healthy communities, protect the
environment and public health and safety, and facilitate economic growth.
When assessing minor variance applications on rural lands, planning authorities must comply
with Section 1.1.5.1 of the PPS; this section requires the application of the relevant policies of
Section 1: Building Strong Healthy Communities, Section 2: Wise Use and Management of
Recourses, and Section 3: Protecting Public Health and Safety by the approval authority.
Under Section 3 of the Planning Act, all municipal decisions regarding planning “shall be
consistent with” the PPS.
Section 1: Building Strong Healthy Communities of the PPS promotes the building of healthy
communities and includes policies about avoiding development and land use patterns which
may cause environmental or public health and safety concerns. Section 1.1.5.2 of the PPS
permits residential development that is locally appropriate on rural lands in Ontario
municipalities and in Section 1.1.5.4 promotes development that is compatible with the rural
landscape and can be sustained by rural service levels. Section 1.1.4.1 a. speaks to building
upon rural character and leveraging rural amenities. Section 1.6.6.4 indicates that individual
on-site water and sewage services may be used provided that site conditions are suitable for
the long-term provision of such services with no negative impacts. Comments dated April 6,
2021 from the septic approval authority indicate no objection to the application as the proposed
addition will not encroach on the existing sewage system.
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Section 2: Wise Use and Management of Resources of the PPS contains policies that
encourage the protection of natural heritage, water, agricultural, mineral and cultural heritage
and archaeological resources for their economic, environmental and social benefits. Section 3:
Protecting Public Health and Safety of the PPS contains policies intended to reduce the
potential for public cost or risk to Ontario’s residents from natural or human-made hazards.
This application was circulated to Mississippi Valley Conservation Authority (MVCA) for review,
and comments dated April 9, 2021 indicated no objection to the subject application. In
consideration of the PPS, and the necessity to limit the potential cumulative impact of
development in the nearshore area, MVCA noted that this proposal does not further encroach
into the waterbody setback, is reasonable in size (in reference to informal MVCA guidelines)
and is located on the non-water side of the existing dwelling. No natural hazards were
identified by the conservation authority with regards to this property.
It is the opinion of staff that the application is consistent with the policies of the PPS.

Figure 2. View of location of proposed screen porch addition from the water side of the existing
dwelling. The red dashed outline indicates the location of the existing septic system to the rear
of the dwelling.
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County of Frontenac Official Plan, 2016
The County of Frontenac Official Plan is a framework for guiding development in the County
through the management and protection of the natural environment and by providing direction
and influence on growth patterns. It is focused on the six themes of economic sustainability,
growth management, community building, housing and social services, heritage and culture,
and environmental sustainability.
Section 3.3.3.4 Special Policies – Waterfront Areas provides policies that are intended to
improve and protect waterfront areas as a significant cultural, recreational, economic and
natural environmental resource and to maintain or enhance the quality of the land areas
adjacent to the shore. Further, this section requires Township Official Plans to include criteria
for determining an appropriate setback where an existing lot of record cannot achieve the
minimum setback of 30 metres. The proposed addition will not further encroach into the
required waterbody setback than the existing dwelling.
Section 4.2: Servicing provides policies for the use of private services provided that site
conditions are suitable for the long-term provision of such services with no negative impacts.
Comments dated April 6, 2021 from the septic approval authority indicate no objection to the
application as the proposed addition will not encroach on the existing sewage system.
It is the opinion of staff that the application is consistent with the policies of the County of
Frontenac Official Plan.
Township of North Frontenac Official Plan, 2017
The property is designated as Waterfront Area in the Township of North Frontenac’s Official
Plan (2017). Waterfront Area policies are intended to govern development within 150 m (500
ft.) of waterbodies and on islands with the intent of protecting water quality, shoreline amenities
and natural habitat areas. It is Council’s intent that the water quality of all waterbodies in the
Municipality will be maintained at their present level or enhanced. New development must be
considered in light of its impact on the environmental quality of any lake or river.
Section 4.10.5 Objectives sets out the objectives of the Waterfront Area including character,
access and servicing, natural areas, and development. Limiting the density of buildings and
structures in the Waterfront Area is an important part of protecting the character of waterbodies
in North Frontenac. The Official Plan also speaks to the preservation and protection of the
appearance of the shoreline in a natural vegetated state shall be encouraged. Section 4.10.5
(I) Shoreline Setbacks requires a shoreline vegetated buffer and states that the setback is for
the protection of natural habitat and minimizing environmental impact in the foreshore area.
The majority of the subject property, including the shoreline is naturally vegetated, and the
location of the proposed addition will not require the removal of any of this existing vegetated
buffer.
The proposed variance conforms to the general intent and purpose of the Township of North
Frontenac’s Official Plan because the proposed construction will not require the removal of any
of the existing shoreline vegetation which aids in minimizing the environmental impact and
maintaining the appearance of the shoreline in a naturally vegetated state.
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Figure 3. Area for proposed addition, as viewed from the rear of the dwelling. The yellow
outlined area indicates the approximate location of the screen porch.
Township of North Frontenac Comprehensive Zoning Bylaw, 2019
The subject property is zoned Limited Service Waterfront (LSW) in the Township of North
Frontenac’s Zoning By-Law, 2019. The intent of the LSW zone is to permit lakefront residential
development, in keeping with the rural character of the Township and with appropriate
development standards for lake protection, while identifying land which does not have access
onto or frontage on an opened and maintained public road. This means that municipal services
which may normally be provided on an opened public road will not be provided or guaranteed.
Enhanced waterbody setbacks are intended to protect lakes and sensitive ecological features.
The general provisions of the Zoning By-law also require a 30 metre setback from waterbodies,
in addition to the performance standards in the individual zone.
The proposed variance conforms to the general intent and purpose of the Township of North
Frontenac’s Zoning By-Law because the proposed addition maximizes the waterbody setback
given the location of the existing development on the property ;and does not further encroach
into the waterbody setback than the existing dwelling.
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Comments
Public Comments
At the time of writing of this report no public comments had been received.
Septic Approval Authority (Township of South Frontenac)
A site visit was conducted March 30, 2021 to review this application. Comments dated April 6,
2021 indicated no objection to the application as presented as the proposed screen porch
addition will not encroach on the existing sewage system.
Mississippi Valley Conservation Authority (MVCA)
Comments dated April 9, 2021 indicate no objection to the subject application. Conservation
staff noted that this proposal does not further encroach into the waterbody setback, is
reasonable in size (in reference to informal MVCA guidelines) and is located on the non-water
side of the existing dwelling.

Pre-Consultation
The applicant consulted with Township and planning staff prior to submitting the application.
Planning staff, along with the septic approval authority and Committee member conducted a
site visit March 30, 2021 to review the application. During this site visit it was observed that the
area proposed for the addition has limited existing vegetative cover. Further, planning staff
observed that the shoreline is naturally vegetated and the proposed construction will not
require the removal of any of this vegetation.
Conclusion
Planning staff are of the opinion that the application, as submitted, to reduce the minimum 30
metre waterbody setback for the construction of an addition to an existing dwelling, meets the
four tests of a minor variance for the following reasons:


The proposed variance conforms to the general intent and purpose of the Township of
North Frontenac’s Official Plan because the proposed construction will not require the
removal of any of the existing shoreline vegetation which aids in minimizing the
environmental impact and maintaining the appearance of the shoreline in a naturally
vegetated state.



The proposed variance conforms to the general intent and purpose of the Township of
North Frontenac’s Zoning By-Law because the proposed addition maximizes the
waterbody setback given the location of the existing development on the property ;and
does not further encroach into the waterbody setback than the existing dwelling.



The variance is desirable for the appropriate development of the lands in question
because this proposal is for an addition to an existing dwelling which will increase the
functionality and usability of the dwelling. Further, the scale and massing of the
proposed development, and the continued use of the property for residential purposes,
is compatible with surrounding development.
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The variance is minor because the location of the existing dwelling limits the ability of
the proposed development to meet the provisions of the zoning by-law. Further, the
construction of this addition will not result in any loss of privacy or overlook to the
abutting properties.

Conclusion
Subject to any additional comments received prior to the Committee of Adjustment meeting, it
is recommended that the Committee of Adjustment approve minor variance application A/1-21,
as per the plans submitted with the application and with the following recommended
conditions.
Note: Conditions are a decision of the Committee of Adjustment, the conditions below
are recommended. The final approved conditions will be included in the signed
decision.
Recommended Conditions
1. The minor variance approved through application A/1-21 is for:
a. The construction of a screen porch addition with a maximum area of 30 m2 (320
ft2) to be setback a minimum of 13.7 metres (45 ft.) from the high water mark of
Canonto Lake.
2. Minor variance A/1-21 is applicable only to the Township of North Frontenac Zoning Bylaw #55-19 and not to any subsequent zoning by-laws.
3. A building permit is required for all demolition and construction on the property. There
shall be no additional development, or demolition of existing structures, on the property
without approval from the Township of North Frontenac.
4. The following conditions are to be followed during the construction process:
a. Sediment control measures shall be implemented throughout the construction
process (mainly the placement of a sediment barrier such as staked straw bales
between exposed soil and the lake). The sediment barrier should remain in place
until all disturbed areas have been stabilized and re-vegetated.
b. Any excavated materials as a result of the project will be disposed of well away
from the water.
c. Regular pick-up of construction debris shall occur to prevent construction debris
from blowing into the lake.
d. Natural drainage patterns on the site shall not be substantially altered such that
additional run-off is directed into the lake, wetland, or onto neighboring
properties.
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TOWNSHIP OF NORTH FRONTENAC

MONTGOMERY APPLICATION FOR MINOR VARIANCE A-01-21
1271 PARSONS LANE, GEOGRAPHIC TOWNSHIP OF SOUTH CANONTO
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21-NF-MV; PNFMV-175
April 9, 2021

Tara Mieske
Secretary-Treasurer
Township of North Frontenac
P.O. Box 97
Plevna, Ontario K0H 2M0
Dear Ms. Mieske:
Re:

Minor Variance Application– A01/21
Part Lot 28, Con 3, Township of North Frontenac (South Canonto)
1271 Parsons Lane
MONTGOMERY

Mississippi Valley Conservation Authority (MVCA) has been circulated the above noted
application to conduct a review in terms of MVCA Regulations and Provincial Planning
Policy for Natural Heritage and Natural Hazard issues. Specifically, the purpose of this
review is to assess potential impacts of the proposed development on known natural
heritage features on and adjacent to the subject property. These features could include
wetlands, wildlife habitat and areas of natural and scientific interest. This review also
includes an evaluation of the subject property for natural hazards such as unstable slopes
and areas prone to flooding and erosion.
PROPOSAL
According to the notice, the purpose of the subject application is to construct a screened in
porch with an area of 320 square feet (30 square metres) at the side of the existing dwelling
with a setback of 45 feet (13.7 metres) from the high water mark of Canonto Lake.
The closest existing waterbody setback is 9.1m to the dwelling and less to the deck
(setback not provided).
PROPERTY CHARACTERISTICS
The subject property is located on Canonto Lake, which is a warm water fishery providing
habitat for species such as walleye, northern pike and bass as well as a variety of non-sport
10970 Hwy 7
Carleton Place, ON K7C 3P1
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and forage fish. The property has lake frontage on two sides. There is a moderate to gentle
slope leading from the dwelling to the lake.
REVIEW & CONCLUSION
Natural Heritage Values
MVCA reviews waterbody setback requirements in accordance with the Provincial Policy
Statement (PPS). Guidelines prepared in support of the PPS indicate that development
shall not be permitted within 30 m of fish habitat unless is has been determined that there
will be no negative impacts to this natural heritage feature. The recommended 30 m
setback distance for waterfront development is intended to protect the lake environment
from the effects of increased nutrients from overland runoff and allow room for a natural
vegetation buffer. The natural vegetation buffer prevents shoreline erosion, excess
warming of shallow waters and provides wildlife and aquatic habitat.
In consideration of the PPS, as well as the necessity to limit the potential cumulative impact
of development and pervious (hard) surfaces within the nearshore area, MVCA
recommends consideration to several objectives outlined in the table below. In reference
to these objectives, an assessment of the proposal is provided in the same table.
Objectives

Proposed Addition

New development should not result in a
further encroachment towards the
waterbody compared to the existing.

✓ no further encroachment into the
waterbody setback

Any increase in footprint should be limited
in size.

✓ reasonable in size, in reference to
informal MVCA guidelines

Waterbody setback should be maximized
to the greatest extent feasible towards the
minimum requirement i.e. reasonable
alternatives should be considered to
achieve this.

✓ located on non-waterside of dwelling

Natural Hazards: None identified.
RECOMMENDATIONS AND CONCLUSIONS
MVCA does not have any objection to the subject application provided the following is
adhered to:
1. There shall be no additional footprint permitted within the 30 m waterbody setback
with any hardened structures, including decks and porches.
2. Sediment control measures shall be implemented throughout the construction
process (mainly the placement of a sediment barrier such as staked straw bales
between exposed soil and the lake). The sediment barrier should remain in place

until all disturbed areas have been stabilized and re-vegetated.
3. Excavated material shall be disposed of well away from the lake.
4. Natural drainage patterns on the site shall not be substantially altered such that
additional run-off is directed towards the lake, or onto neighboring properties. In
order to achieve this, eaves troughing shall be installed on the additions and outlet
away from the lake, to a leach pit or well-vegetated area to maximize infiltration.
5. Regular pick-up of construction debris is also encouraged to prevent construction
debris from blowing into the lake.
6. In accordance with the provisions of the relevant Municipal Zoning By-law,
shoreline vegetation, consisting of native shrubs, shall be planted in unvegetated
sections of the shoreline, to a minimum depth of 3m (measured from the shoreline
towards the rear of the lot). This effort will help to mitigate the effects of erosion
and surface runoff on the lake.
NOTES
A review for Species at Risk was not conducted. We suggest contacting the Ministry of the
Environment, Conservation and Parks should you require a review in this regard.
The applicant should be advised that, pursuant to Ontario Regulation 153/06 –
Development, Interference with Wetlands and Alterations to Shorelines and
Watercourses”, a permit is required from MVCA for prior to any alterations to the
shoreline of the lake.
We advise consultation with Fisheries and Oceans Canada (DFO) http://www.dfompo.gc.ca/pnw-ppe/index-eng.html prior to conducting any work within the lake, in order
to assess potential impacts to fish habitat. Authorization from DFO may be required for
such work.
Should any questions arise please do not hesitate to call. Please advise us of the
Committee’s decision in this matter.
Yours truly,

Diane Reid
Environmental Planner

Zoning By-law Amendment Application

Zoning By-law Amendment Application

Planning Report – Zoning Bylaw Amendment
To:

Mayor and Members of Council

Prepared By:

Jennie Kapusta, Community Planner, County of Frontenac

Reviewed By:

Sonya Bolton, Manager of Community Planning

Re:

Application for Zoning By-Law Amendment for Lot 12, Registered Plan Number 1321,
Geographic Township of Miller, Township of North Frontenac (1671 East Bay Road)
from Residential Waterfront to Residential Waterfront Exception Zone

File Number:

Z01/21 (Pelley)

Recommendation: Public Meeting Information Report
Date Prepared:
February 18, 2021
Date of Public Meeting: February 26, 2021
Date of Council Meeting: February 26, 2021

Recommendation
This report is for information purposes only. Under the Planning Act, a public meeting is
required to be held to receive comments from citizens on the proposed zoning by-law
amendment. Planning staff will receive comments from the public, and along with comments
from technical agencies, will prepare a final report with a recommendation that will be
presented to Council at a future meeting.

Proposal
An application for a Zoning By-Law Amendment to rezone lands from Residential Waterfront
(RW) to Residential Waterfront Exception Zone (RW-X) has been submitted for lands located
at Lot 12, Registered Plan Number 1321, Geographic Township of Miller, Township of North
Frontenac (see attached map), municipally known as 1671 East Bay Road. The subject
property has frontage along Buckshot Lake (an at-capacity lake trout lake) and frontage along
and is accessed by East Bay Road, a fully maintained municipal road. The Township of North
Frontenac’s Zoning By-Law does not permit the construction of sleep cabins on lots located
within 300 metres of an at-capacity lake trout lake, and identifies Buckshot Lake as such.
Further, this application is to allow the proposed sleep cabin to have an area greater than that
permitted in the by-law; and to permit the construction of additions to the existing dwelling. The
details on the proposal are as follows:
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1. A Sleep Cabin with an area of 22.3 m2 (240 ft2), to be setback a minimum of 33 metres
from the high water mark of Buckshot Lake, an at-capacity lake trout lake, whereas
Section 3.1.4 of the zoning by-law does not permit sleep cabins with an area that
exceeds 19 m2 (204 ft2) or to be on lots located within 300 metres of an at-capacity lake
trout lake.
2. Enlargement of a legal non-conforming structure within the minimum required 30 metre
waterbody setback from Buckshot Lake:
a. Reconstruction and enlargement of existing porch from 4.5 m2 (48 ft2) in area to
26.8 m2 (288 ft2) in area.
b. Enlargement of the existing cottage with an addition 8.92 m2 (96 ft2) in area.
c. Enlargement of the existing deck with an addition 50.54 m2 (544 ft2) in area, to be
set back a minimum of 20 metres (66 ft.) from the high water mark of Buckshot
Lake.

Background
The subject property is a 0.5 hectare (1.2 acre) parcel with approximately 53 metres (174 ft.) of
frontage along Buckshot Lake, an at-capacity lake trout lake. The property has frontage along
and is accessed by East Bay Road. Planning staff would like to note that the Shore Road
Allowance along Buckshot Lake has recently been purchased from the Township and added to
the subject property; however this addition is not yet reflected in the property boundaries
shown on Frontenac Maps.
During the pre-application process, the applicant stated that the additions proposed to the
existing dwelling and the increase in area for the proposed sleep cabin were to accommodate
the accessibility requirements of their child who has significant mobility issues.
The surrounding area contains a mix of similarly sized, developed, waterfront residential lots
along the shoreline of Buckshot Lake with some larger primarily naturally vegetated parcels.

Planning Analysis
Provincial Policy Statement (2020)
The 2020 Provincial Policy Statement (PPS) provides direction on matters of Provincial interest
related to land use planning and development. The PPS promotes efficient land use and
development patterns that support strong, liveable and healthy communities, protects the
environment and public health and safety, and facilitates economic growth.
When directing development on rural lands, planning authorities must comply with Section
1.1.5.1 of the PPS; this section requires application of the relevant policies of Section 1:
Building Strong Healthy Communities, Section 2: Wise Use and Management of Recourses,
and Section 3: Protecting Public Health and Safety by the approval authority. Under Section 3
of the Planning Act, all municipal decisions regarding planning “shall be consistent with” the
PPS.
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Section 1: Building Strong Healthy Communities of the PPS promotes the building of healthy
communities and includes policies about avoiding development and land use patterns which
may cause environmental or public health and safety concerns. Section 1.1.5.2 of the PPS
permits residential development that is locally appropriate on rural lands in Ontario
municipalities and in Section 1.1.5.4 promotes development that is compatible with the rural
landscape and can be sustained by rural service levels. Section 1.1.4.1 a. speaks to building
upon rural character and leveraging rural amenities. Section 1.6.6.4 indicates that individual
on-site water and sewage services may be used provided that site conditions are suitable for
the long-term provision of such services with no negative impacts. The zoning by-law
amendment application is to permit the construction of a sleep cabin within 300 metres of an
at-capacity lake trout lake, plus the construction of additions to an existing non-complying
structure. The subject property contains existing on-site services and the applicant has
indicated they will be installing a new septic system, located outside the 30 metre waterbody
setback, to service the enlarged dwelling and sleep cabin.
Section 2: Wise Use and Management of Resources of the PPS contains policies that
encourage the protection of natural heritage, water, agricultural, mineral and cultural heritage
and archaeological resources for their economic, environmental and social benefits. Section 3:
Protecting Public Health and Safety of the PPS contains policies intended to reduce the
potential for public cost or risk to Ontario’s residents from natural or human-made hazards.
This zoning by-law amendment application was circulated to Mississippi Valley Conservation
Authority (MVCA) for review. Comments dated February 16, 2021 note that given their limited
size, and location to the side and rear of the cottage with a greater waterbody setback than the
existing structure, the proposed additions are considered minor. However, MVCA
recommended a reduction in the proposed 544 ft2 of decking particularly along the water side
of the cottage. One option offered was to reduce the width of the proposed deck to a maximum
4 foot wide walkway where it is proposed to extend westerly beyond the existing cottage front.
County of Frontenac Official Plan, 2016
The County of Frontenac Official Plan is a framework for guiding development in the County
through the management and protection of the natural environment and by providing direction
and influence on growth patterns. It is focused on the six themes of economic sustainability,
growth management, community building, housing and social services, heritage and culture,
and environmental sustainability.
Section 3.3 Rural Lands provides policies for all lands outside of the settlement areas. The
Plan recognizes that rural lands are used as an alternative location for those preferring a rural
lifestyle. Low density residential development as well as rural-related commercial, industrial,
recreational and institutional development is desirable.
Section 3.3.3.4 Special Policies – Waterfront Areas provides policies that are intended to
improve and protect waterfront areas as a significant cultural, recreational, economic and
natural environmental resource and to maintain or enhance the quality of the land areas
adjacent to the shore. This zoning by-law amendment application has been evaluated by
Mississippi Valley Conservation Authority to ensure future development will not negatively
affect the waterfront areas. Comments have dated February 16, 2021 indicate no objection to
the sleep cabin, additions to the cottage, or the side deck. MVCA staff recommended a
reduction in the area of the deck proposed along the water side of the cottage where it extends
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past the cottage to a 1.2 metre (4 ft.) wide walkway as this would limit the overall footprint
increase and reduce the waterbody setback while still providing a connection to the side deck.
Conservation staff noted that the shoreline appears to be vegetated with the exception of a
clearing for water access.
Section 4.2: Servicing provides policies for the use of private services provided that site
conditions are suitable for the long-term provision of such services with no negative impacts.
The subject property contains existing on-site services. The applicant has indicated that they
will be installing a new septic system outside the required 30 metre waterbody setback to
service the enlarged dwelling and sleep cabin.
Township of North Frontenac Official Plan, 2017
The subject property is designated as Waterfront Area in the Township’s Official Plan. The goal
of Section 4.10 Waterfront Area is to ensure conservation, protection and enhancement of
water resources. The Waterfront Area is composed of residential, waterfront, commercial and
open space uses, and is related to the recreational and aesthetic opportunities presented by a
significant water resource. Waterfront Area policies are intended to govern development within
150 m (500 ft.) of waterbodies and islands with the intent of protecting water quality, shoreline
amenities and natural habitat areas. It is Council’s intent that the water quality of all
waterbodies in the Municipality will be maintained at their present level or enhanced. New
development must be considered in light of its impact on the environmental quality of any lake
or river.
Section 4.10.5 Objectives outlines the objectives of the Waterfront Area which include
character, access and servicing, natural areas, and development. Limiting the density of
buildings and structures in the Waterfront Area is an important part of protecting the character
of waterbodies in North Frontenac. The Official Plan also notes that the preservation and
protection of the appearance of the shoreline in a natural vegetated state shall be encouraged.
Section 4.10.5 (I) Shoreline Setbacks requires a shoreline vegetated buffer and states that the
setback is for the protection of natural habitat and minimizing environmental impact in the
foreshore area. Consideration within the Official Plan is also given for redevelopment on
existing lots. Section 4.10.6 M states that redevelopment of existing properties shall be
encouraged to follow current development standards, as closely as possible, to be compatible
with and consistent with sound planning principles including environmental considerations.
Section 4.10.8 Lake Trout Waters has policies specific to lands abutting waterbodies which
have been identified as lake trout lakes, both at-capacity and not at-capacity designations. The
intent of these policies are to provide additional protection for lakes which have suitable quality
of water to be managed for lake trout and recognize that these lakes are a limited and nonrenewable resource. Section 4.10.8 (A) identifies Buckshot Lake as an at-capacity lake trout
lake. Further, this section provides for consideration to reductions to the minimum required
setbacks on existing lots of record, provided there will be no negative impacts on fish habitat,
and permits a single detached dwelling together with accessory buildings to be located on
these lots.
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Township of North Frontenac Comprehensive Zoning Bylaw, 2019
The subject property is zoned Waterfront Residential (RW) in the Township of North
Frontenac’s Zoning By-Law, 2019. The intent of the RW zone is to permit lakefront residential
development, in keeping with the rural character of the Township and with appropriate
development standards for lake protection. Enhanced waterbody setbacks are intended to
protect lakes and sensitive ecological features. The general provisions of the zoning by-law
also require a 30-metre setback from water bodies for all structures including septic systems,
in addition to the performance standards described in the individual zone.
Section 3.1.4 (h) of the zoning by-law does not permit the construction of a sleep cabin on
lands located within 300 metres of the high water mark of an at capacity lake. Further, section
3.1.4 (b) limits the area of a sleep cabin to a minimum of 10 m2 and a maximum of 19 m2 in net
floor area. This zoning by-law amendment will permit the construction of a sleep cabin with a
maximum floor area of 55.3 m2 (240 ft2) to be located a minimum of 33 metres from the high
water mark of Buckshot Lake. Plus the construction of additions to an existing dwelling located
approximately 20 metres (66 ft.) from the high water mark of Buckshot Lake.

Comments
Public Comments
At the time of writing of this report no public comments had been received.
Mississippi Valley Conservation Authority (MVCA)
This application was circulated to MVCA for review. Comments dated February 16, 2021 do
not support the application as submitted. MVCA noted that given their limited size, and location
to the side and rear of the cottage with a greater waterbody setback than the existing structure,
the proposed additions are considered minor. However, MVCA recommended a reduction in
the proposed 50.54 m2 (544 ft2) of decking, particularly along the water side of the cottage.
One option offered was to reduce the width of the proposed deck to a maximum 4 foot wide
walkway where it is proposed to extend westerly beyond the existing cottage front. This would
reduce the footprint on the water side, increase the proposed waterbody setback, and still
provide a connection to the 14 ft. by 16 ft. section of new deck on the side of the cottage.
Conservation staff visited the subject property and noted that, although difficult to assess with
the snow cover, the shoreline of the property appeared to be vegetated with the exception of a
clearing for water access.
With respect to the proposed sleep cabin within 300 metres of a Lake Trout lake that is atcapacity, MVCA noted that this provision is outside the scope of MVCA’s review and
recommended that the Ministry of the Environment, Conservation and Parks (MECP) be
consulted in this regard. Planning staff would like to note that no concerns were identified by
MVCA with regards the size of the proposed sleep cabin being larger than permitted in the
Township Zoning By-law.
MVCA recommend the following mitigation measures be adhered to for the proposed
development:
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There shall be no additional footprint permitted within the 30 metre waterbody setback
with any hardened structures, including decks and porches.



Sediment control measures shall be implemented throughout the construction process
(mainly the placement of a sediment barrier such as staked straw bales between
exposed soil and the lake). The sediment barrier should remain in place until all
disturbed areas have been stabilized and re-vegetated.



Excavated material shall be disposed of well away from the lake.



Natural drainage patterns on the site shall not be substantially altered such that
additional runoff is directed towards the lake, or onto neighbouring properties. In order
to achieve this, eaves troughing shall be installed on the additions, and sleep cabin, and
outlet away from the lake, to a leach pit or well-vegetated area to maximize infiltration.



Regular pick-up of construction debris is also encouraged to prevent construction debris
from blowing into the lake.



In accordance with the provisions of the relevant Municipal Zoning By-law, shoreline
vegetation, consisting of native shrubs, shall be planted in un-vegetated sections of the
shoreline, to a minimum depth of 3 metres (measured from the shoreline towards the
rear of the lot). This effort will help to mitigate the effects of erosion and surface runoff
on the lake.

Pre-consultation
The applicant consulted with Township and planning staff prior to submitting the application. A
site visit was conducted by planning staff on February 4, 2021 to review the application.

Notice Provisions
A Public Meeting regarding this application is scheduled for February 26, 2021. In accordance
with the requirements of the Planning Act, a notice of the Statutory Public Meeting was
provided by advertisement in the form of signs posted on the subject site 20 days in advance
of the Public Meeting. In addition, notices were sent by mail to all property owners (according
to the latest Assessment Rolls) within 120 metres of the subject property.
If the application is approved, a Notice of Passing will be circulated in accordance with the
provisions of the Planning Act. Anyone wishing to receive future notices regarding this
application must submit a request to the Township Clerk.

Conclusion
This report is provided for information purposes in conjunction with the scheduled Public
Meeting. Planning staff will prepare a final report with a recommendation that will be presented
to Council at a future meeting. Prior to the presentation of that report, staff will review all public
comments, circulate the application to MECP as recommended by the MVCA, and discuss any
identified concerns or issues with the applicant.
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21-NF-MV
February 16, 2021

Tara Mieske
Secretary-Treasurer
Township of North Frontenac
P.O. Box 97
Plevna, Ontario K0H 2M0
Dear Ms. Mieske:
Re:

Application for Zoning ByLaw Amendment – Z01/21
Township of North Frontenac (Miller)
1671 East Bay Rd
PELLEY
Mississippi Valley Conservation Authority (MVCA) has been circulated the above noted
application to conduct a review in terms of MVCA Regulations and Provincial Planning
Policy for Natural Heritage and Natural Hazard issues. Specifically, the purpose of this
review is to assess potential impacts of the proposed development on known natural
heritage features on and adjacent to the subject property. These features could include
wetlands, wildlife habitat and areas of natural and scientific interest. This review also
includes an evaluation of the subject property for natural hazards such as unstable slopes
and areas prone to flooding and erosion.
PROPOSAL
According to the notice, the effect of the subject application is to rezone the subject
property from the Residential Waterfront Zone to Residential Waterfront Exception Zone
(RW-X) to permit:
• A Sleep Cabin with an area of 22.3 square metres with a 33 metre +/- setback from the
high water mark which has frontage on Buckshot Lake. Section 3.1.4 provides a Sleep
Cabin shall not exceed 19 square metres and is not permitted on lands within 300 metres
of an at capacity lake.
• An enlargement of a legal non-conforming structure within the 30 metre setback of the
high water mark including:
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▪
▪
▪

Replacement and enlargement of back porch from an area of 4.5 square metres
to 26.8 square metres;
an addition of living space on the side of the cottage with an area of 8.92
square metres; and
an addition of a deck with an area of 50.54 square metres with a setback of 20
metres +/-

The existing waterbody setback is 20m measured to the sunroom.
PROPERTY CHARACTERISTICS
The subject property is located on Buckshot Lake, which has been classified as a highly
sensitive Lake Trout Lake, that is at-capacity. Although difficult to assess with the snow
cover, the shoreline of the subject property appeared to be vegetated with the exception of
a clearing for water access.
REVIEW & CONCLUSION
Natural Heritage Values
MVCA reviews waterbody setback requirements in accordance with the Provincial Policy
Statement (PPS). Guidelines prepared in support of the PPS indicate that development
shall not be permitted within 30 m of fish habitat unless is has been determined that there
will be no negative impacts to this natural heritage feature. The recommended 30 m
setback distance for waterfront development is intended to protect the lake environment
from the effects of increased nutrients from overland runoff and allow room for a natural
vegetation buffer. The natural vegetation buffer prevents shoreline erosion, excess
warming of shallow waters and provides wildlife and aquatic habitat.
In consideration of the PPS, as well as the necessity to limit the potential cumulative impact
of development and pervious (hard) surfaces within the nearshore area, MVCA
recommends the following for development within the waterbody setback:
•
•
•

New development should not result in a further encroachment towards the
waterbody compared to the existing;
any increase in footprint should be limited in size; and
the waterbody setback should be maximized to the greatest extent feasible towards
the minimum requirement i.e. reasonable alternatives should be considered to
achieve this.

In reference to the above, the proposed additions and decking result in the following:
• The proposed additions are minimal in size, and located on the side and rear of the
cottage, with a greater waterbody setback than the existing cottage;
• A 10’ x 32’ deck is proposed on the waterside of the cottage, adjacent to an existing
sunroom. A portion (10’ x 14’) of this new deck extends beyond the front exterior
wall of the cottage, to the west, where it wraps around into another proposed deck
on the side of the cottage (14’ x 16’). The total decking proposed is 544 sq. ft., 320
sq. ft. of which is on the waterside of the cottage. This is a considerable increase in
footprint, on the waterside of the cottage.

With respect to the proposed Bunkie within 300 m of a Lake Trout Lake that is at-capacity,
this provision is outside the scope of MVCA’s review. We recommend that the Ministry of
the Environment, Conservation and Parks be consulted in this regard.
Natural Hazards: None identified.
RECOMMENDATIONS AND CONCLUSIONS
Given their limited size, and location to the side and rear of the cottage with a greater
waterbody setback than the existing, the proposed additions are considered minor.
However, we recommend a reduction in the proposed 544 sq. ft of decking, particularly the
section on the waterside of the cottage. One option is to reduce the width of the proposed
deck to 3-4’ where it is proposed to extend westerly beyond the existing cottage front. This
would reduce the footprint on the waterside, increase the proposed waterbody setback,
and still provide a connection to the 14’ x 16’ section of new deck on the side of the cottage.
We recommend that the Ministry of the Environment, Conservation and Parks be consulted
with respect to the proposed Bunkie, within 300 m of an at-capacity Lake Trout Lake.
We recommend the following mitigation measures be adhered to:
1. There shall be no additional footprint permitted within the 30 m waterbody setback
with any hardened structures, including decks and porches.
2. Sediment control measures shall be implemented throughout the construction
process (mainly the placement of a sediment barrier such as staked straw bales
between exposed soil and the lake). The sediment barrier should remain in place
until all disturbed areas have been stabilized and re-vegetated.
3. Excavated material shall be disposed of well away from the lake.
4. Natural drainage patterns on the site shall not be substantially altered such that
additional run-off is directed towards the lake, or onto neighboring properties. In
order to achieve this, eaves troughing shall be installed on the additions and outlet
away from the lake, to a leach pit or well-vegetated area to maximize infiltration.
5. Regular pick-up of construction debris is also encouraged to prevent construction
debris from blowing into the lake.
6. In accordance with the provisions of the relevant Municipal Zoning By-law,
shoreline vegetation, consisting of native shrubs, shall be planted in unvegetated
sections of the shoreline, to a minimum depth of 3m (measured from the shoreline
towards the rear of the lot). This effort will help to mitigate the effects of erosion
and surface runoff on the lake.
NOTES
A review for Species at Risk was not conducted. We suggest contacting the Ministry of the
Environment, Conservation and Parks should you require a review in this regard.

The applicant should be advised that, pursuant to Ontario Regulation 153/06 –
Development, Interference with Wetlands and Alterations to Shorelines and
Watercourses”, a permit is required from MVCA for prior to any alterations to the
shoreline of the lake.
We advise consultation with Fisheries and Oceans Canada (DFO) http://www.dfompo.gc.ca/pnw-ppe/index-eng.html prior to conducting any work within the lake, in order
to assess potential impacts to fish habitat. Authorization from DFO may be required for
such work.
Should any questions arise please do not hesitate to call. Please advise us of the
Committee’s decision in this matter.
Yours truly,

Diane Reid
Environmental Planner

PARCEL TO RECEIVE LOT ADDITION

SEVERED PARCEL
Area 4578 sqm
RETAINED PARCEL
Area 3630 sqm

PARCEL TO BE MERGED WITH
RETAINED PARCEL
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Jennie Kapusta, Community Planner, County of Frontenac
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Proposal
An application for consent to sever, to permit the conveyance of a lot addition parcel from an
existing lot has been submitted for a property located at Part Lot 20, Concession 6,
Geographic Township of Barrie (see attached map). The subject property is entirely under
water and encompasses part of the bed of Kashwakamak Lake.
Lot Addition – Severed Parcel
The proposed lot addition (severed) parcel will be approximately 0.46 hectares (1.13 acres) in
area. The proposed lot addition parcel is vacant and is part of the bed of Kashwakamak Lake.
No new development is proposed for this parcel.
Benefitting Lands – Severed Parcel
The lands which will benefit from the proposed lot addition (severed parcel) are an existing,
developed 2.3 hectare (5.7 acre) parcel, municipally known as 1055 Forest Lane, with frontage
on Forest Lane and Bennett Lane. The benefitting lands currently do not have any legal water
frontage or legal access to Kashwakamak Lake. The addition of the severed parcel to the
benefitting lands will provide legal access to the lake.
Lot Addition – Retained Parcel
The proposed lot addition (retained) parcel will be approximately 0.36 hectares (0.89 acres) in
area. The proposed lot addition is vacant and is part of the bed of Kashwakamak Lake. No
new development is proposed for this parcel.
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Benefitting Lands – Retained Parcel
The lands which will benefit from the proposed lot addition are an existing, vacant 1.16 hectare
(2.8 acre) parcel, with approximately 60 metres (200 feet) of frontage on Kashwakamak Lake.
Bennett Lane runs along the rear of the benefitting lands, providing access to multiple lots
including the benefitting lands. The lot addition will increase the size of this parcel to 1.52
hectares (3.69 acres) in area.

Figure 1. Survey sketch submitted with application. Blue dashed outline is lot to be merged
with Retained parcel; Orange dashed outline is lot to be merged with Severed parcel.

Background
The subject property is entirely underwater and encompasses part of the bed of Kashwakamak
Lake. Generally, any land that forms the bed of a lake is considered Crown Land. In this case it
has been determined through title search and confirmation with a surveyor that this parcel is
under private ownership. The addition of the severed and retained parcels to the abutting lots
will serve to provide water frontage to these lots that would otherwise not have direct access to
the lake.
The applicant is proposing to sever (divide) an existing 0.82 hectare (2 acre) parcel to convey
two lot additions to two existing residential lots which are zoned Limited Service Waterfront
(LSW).
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The subject lands are a vacant underwater property. Neighbouring parcels are a mix of
developed waterfront residential lots with frontage on Kashwakamak Lake and larger primarily
naturally vegetated parcels.

Planning Analysis
Provincial Policy Statement (2020)
The 2020 Provincial Policy Statement (PPS) provides direction on matters of Provincial interest
related to land use planning and development. The PPS promotes efficient land use and
development patterns that support strong, liveable and healthy communities, protect the
environment and public health and safety, and facilitate economic growth. Under Section 3 of
the Planning Act, all municipal decisions regarding planning “shall be consistent with”
applicable provincial policy.
When assessing consent applications on rural lands, planning authorities must comply with
Section 1.1.5.1 of the PPS; this section requires application of the relevant policies of Section
1: Building Strong Healthy Communities, Section 2: Wise Use and Management of Resources,
and Section 3: Protecting Public Health and Safety by the approval authority.
Section 1: Building Strong Healthy Communities of the PPS promotes the building of healthy
communities and includes policies about avoiding development and land use patterns which
may cause environmental or public health and safety concerns. Section 1.1.5.2 of the PPS
permits residential development that is locally appropriate on rural lands in Ontario
municipalities and in Section 1.1.5.4 promotes development that is compatible with the rural
landscape and can be sustained by rural service levels. Section 1.1.4.1 a. speaks to building
upon rural character and leveraging rural amenities. The subject lands are vacant and the
severed and retained parcels will be added to existing lots.
Section 2: Wise Use and Management of Resources of the PPS contains policies that
encourage the protection of natural heritage, water, agricultural, mineral and cultural heritage
and archaeological resources for their economic, environmental and social benefits. Section 3:
Protecting Public Health and Safety of the PPS contains policies intended to reduce the
potential for public cost or risk to Ontario’s residents from natural or human-made hazards.
This application was circulated to Mississippi Valley Conservation Authority for review,
comments have yet to be received. However, the application is not proposing any new
development. With these lot additions, the two parcels receiving them will now benefit from
direct legal water access. Any development proposed for the two lots receiving the lot additions
will have to comply with the provisions of the Township of North Frontenac Zoning By-Law and
any required permitting process of the Mississippi Valley Conservation Authority.
It is the opinion of staff that the proposal is consistent with the policies of the PPS.
County of Frontenac Official Plan, 2016
The County of Frontenac Official Plan is a framework for guiding development in the County
through the management and protection of the natural environment and by providing direction
and influence on growth patterns. It is focused on the six themes of economic sustainability,
growth management, community building, housing and social services, heritage and culture,
and environmental sustainability.
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Section 3.3 Rural Lands provides policies for all lands outside of the settlement areas. The
Plan recognizes that rural lands are used as an alternative location for those preferring a rural
lifestyle. Low density residential development as well as rural-related commercial, industrial,
recreational and institutional development is desirable. These lot additions will enlarge two
existing lots of record, one of which contains existing development.
It is the opinion of planning staff that this application meets the intent of the County of
Frontenac Official Plan.
Township of North Frontenac Official Plan, 2017
The subject property is designated as Rural Area in the Township’s Official Plan. The intent of
the policies in the Rural Area designation are to maintain rural character and ensure that
properties may be adequately serviced. Within the Rural Area the plan provides for a supply of
land for a diversity of traditional and evolving rural uses including: rural residential, rural cooperative, recreational oriented uses and rural commercial and industrial uses. The subject
lands are part of the bed of Kashwakamak Lake with no development proposed.
It is the opinion of planning staff that this application meets the intent of the Township of North
Frontenac Official Plan.
Township of North Frontenac Comprehensive Zoning Bylaw, 2019
The subject property is not zoned in the Township of North Frontenac’s Zoning By-law as it is
entirely underwater and is part of the bed Kashwakamak Lake. Section 3.27(e) of the
Township of North Frontenac’s Zoning By-law includes provisions that all structures shall be
setback from the high water mark of all waterbodies, with the exception of waterfront
structures. As the subject property is entirely underwater, the provisions of the zoning by-law
do not permit construction on the parcel. The two lots which will be enlarged as a result of this
severance application are both zoned Limited Service Waterfront (LSW) despite one of the lots
(1055 Forest Lane) not currently (legally) fronting onto Kashwakamak Lake. The addition of the
severed parcel to 1055 Forest Lane will provide legal water frontage to this property.
It is the opinion of planning staff that this application meets the intent of the Township of North
Frontenac Zoning By-law.

Comments
Public Comments
At the time of writing of this report no public comments had been received.
Mississippi Valley Conservation Authority (MVCA)
This application was circulated to MVCA for review. At the time of the writing of this report
MVCA comments had yet to be received.
Planning staff are recommending the inclusion of a condition of provisional consent, that prior
to the signing of the certificate of official for the lot addition, that satisfactory comments be
received from MVCA.
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Pre-consultation
The applicant consulted with Township and planning staff prior to submitting the application.

Conclusion
It is recommended that the Committee of Adjustment approve application B/6-21-NF for the
creation of two lot additions to two existing lots of record, as per the application submitted, and
subject to the recommended conditions.
Note: Conditions are a decision of the Committee of Adjustment, the conditions below
are recommended. The final approved conditions will be included in the signed
decision.
B/6-21-NF Recommended Conditions
Expiry Period
1. Conditions imposed must be met within one year of the date of notice of decision, as
required by Section 53(41) of the Planning Act, RSO 1990, as amended. If conditions
are not fulfilled as prescribed within one year, the application shall be deemed to be
refused. Provided the conditions are met and the Certificate of Official is stamped within
one year, the application is valid for two years from the date the decision and the deed
must be registered within two years of the issuance of the certificate of official.
Severed Lands
2. The land to be severed by Consent Application B/6-21-NF shall be for a lot addition
parcel with an area of 0.46 hectares (1.13 acres), to be conveyed only to a developed
existing lot (BARRIE CON 6 PT LOT 19 PT LOT 20, RP 13R4446 PART 1; PIN:
361780374).
3. The lands to be severed are for the purpose of a lot addition only to the adjacent lands
described as BARRIE CON 6 PT LOT 19 PT LOT 20, RP 13R4446 PART 1; PIN:
361780374, and any subsequent transfer, charge or other conveyance of the lands to
be severed is subject to Section 50(3) (or subsection 50(5) if in a plan of subdivision) of
the Planning Act. Neither the lands to be severed nor the adjacent lands are to be
reconveyed without the other parcel unless a further consent is obtained. The owner
shall cause the lands to be severed to be consolidated on title with the adjacent lands
and for this condition to be entered into the parcel register as a restriction.
Retained Lands
1. The land to be retained in Consent Application B/6-21-NF shall be for a lot addition
parcel with an area of 0.36 hectares (0.89 acres), to be conveyed only to a vacant
waterfront lot (BARRIE CON 6 PT LOT 19 PT LOT 20, RP 13R16968 PART 1 AND 2;
PIN: 361780599).
2. The lands to be retained are for the purpose of a lot addition only to the adjacent lands
described as BARRIE CON 6 PT LOT 19 PT LOT 20, RP 13R16968 PART 1 AND 2;
PIN: 361780599, and any subsequent transfer, charge or other conveyance of the lands
to be severed is subject to Section 50(3) (or subsection 50(5) if in a plan of subdivision)
of the Planning Act. Neither the lands to be severed nor the adjacent lands are to be
reconveyed without the other parcel unless a further consent is obtained. The owner
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shall cause the lands to be severed to be consolidated on title with the adjacent lands
and for this condition to be entered into the parcel register as a restriction.
Survey/Reference Plan or Registerable Description
3. The applicant or his/her solicitor shall prepare and submit to The Corporation of the
Township of North Frontenac, a transfer or such other required form of document
necessary to implement the consent, including Form 1, Form 2, Form 3, or Form 4, as
applicable, prescribed by Ontario Regulation 197-96, for endorsement by the SecretaryTreasurer of the Committee of Adjustments for the municipality. This transfer or other
legal document shall be provided to the municipality within a period of one year after
Notice of Decision was given under subsection 53(15) or 53(24) of the Planning Act
4. The surveyor or owner shall submit the draft Reference Plan electronically, or in paper
form, for review and approval by planning staff prior to depositing the Reference Plan
with the Land Registry Office.
5. That the description of the parcel being severed and the names of the Transferor and
Transferee are included on the schedule attached to the deed of the land.
Municipal Requirements
6. Payment of the balance of any outstanding taxes and local improvement charges shall
be made to the Township Treasurer. This includes all taxes levied as of the date of the
stamping of the deeds.
7. Where a violation of the Township of North Frontenac Zoning By-law is evident, the
appropriate minor variance or rezoning be obtained to the satisfaction of the
Municipality.
8. That confirmation is filed with each application file that conditions have been fulfilled to
the municipality’s satisfaction.
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TOWNSHIP OF NORTH FRONTENAC

EADIE - ALLIN APPLICATION FOR SEVERANCES B-06-21

KASHWAKAMACK LAKE, GEOGRAPHIC TOWNSHIP OF BARRIE
TOWER LANE
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21-NF-CN; PNFCN-1177
April 13, 2021

Tara Mieske
Secretary-Treasurer
Township of North Frontenac
P.O. Box 97
Plevna, Ontario K0H 2M0
Dear Ms. Mieske:
Re:

Consent Application – B06/21-NF(Ba)
Part Lot 20, Con 6, Township of North Frontenac (Barrie)
1055 Forest lane
EADIE & ALLIN
Mississippi Valley Conservation Authority (MVCA) has been circulated the above noted
application to conduct a review in terms of MVCA Regulations and Provincial Planning
Policy for Natural Heritage and Natural Hazard issues. Specifically, the purpose of this
review is to assess potential impacts of the proposed development on known natural
heritage features on and adjacent to the subject property. These features could include
wetlands, wildlife habitat and areas of natural and scientific interest. This review also
includes an evaluation of the subject property for natural hazards such as unstable slopes
and areas prone to flooding and erosion.
PROPOSAL
It is our understanding that the purpose of the subject application is to sever 0.36 ha, as a
lot addition to the adjacent lands; and retain 0.46 ha to be merged with the adjacent lot.
The severed and retained lands are part of the bed of Kashwakamak Lake, under private
ownership. The receiving lands are upland (no other details were provided).
PROPERTY CHARACTERISTICS
According to a review of GIS mapping and aerial imagery, the severed and retained lands
are part of the Kashwakamak Lake bed. Slopes that exceed a height of 3m and a 3:1 (h:v)
slope angle were estimated to exist on the receiving lands.

10970 Hwy 7, Carleton Place, ON K7C 3P1· Tel. (613) 253-0006 · Fax (613) 253-0122 · info@mvc.on.ca
MVCA is a member of Conservation Ontario~Natural Champions

REVIEW
Natural Heritage Features:
The severed and retained lands are part of the bed of Kashwakamak Lake. Any new
development or site alteration would have to occur on the receiving lands, in compliance
with North Frontenac’s planning policies (including a minimum setback of 30 m from the
high water mark of the lake).
Natural Hazards: None were identified on the severed and retained lands. However,
slopes that exceed a height of 3m and a 3:1 (h:v) slope angle were estimated to exist on the
receiving lands. New development should be directed away from these slopes, with a
setback of at least 10 m from their crest.
RECOMMENDATIONS AND CONCLUSION
Based on the above, MVCA does not have any objections to the subject application.
However, we recommend that the Ministry of Natural Resources and Forestry be consulted.
We also note that while the severed and retained lands are under private ownership,
provincial and federal legislation may still apply (e.g. Fisheries Act).
NOTES
Pursuant to Ontario Regulation 153/06 - “Development, Interference with Wetlands and
Alterations to Shorelines and Watercourses”, written permission is required from MVCA
prior to any alterations to the shoreline of the lake.
We advise consultation with Fisheries and Oceans Canada (DFO) http://www.dfompo.gc.ca/pnw-ppe/index-eng.html prior to conducting any work within the lake, in
order to assess potential impacts to fish habitat. Authorization from DFO may be
required for such work.
We suggest contacting the Ministry of the Environment, Conservation and Parks with
respect to Species at Risk.
Should any questions arise please do not hesitate to call. Please advise us of the
Committee’s decision in this matter.
Yours truly,

Diane Reid
Environmental Planner

Sent: April 7, 2021 9:33 AM
Subject: Frontenac - Roll 104204002063004 - B06/21 - Lot Addition - Kashwakamak
Lake - Eadie/Allin
Hello,
We are in receipt of Application B06/21 dated March 17, 2021. We have reviewed the
documents concerning the noted Plan and have no comments or concerns at this time.
Our preliminary review considers issues affecting Hydro One’s 'High Voltage Facilities
and Corridor Lands' only.
Thank you,
Dolly Shetty
Real Estate Assistant | Land Use Planning
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File Number:
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Proposal
An application for consent for the creation of a right-of-way has been submitted for a property
located at Part Lot 32, South West Range, Geographic Township of Clarendon (see attached
map). The subject property is vacant and has frontage along and is accessed by Road 506.
Right-of-Way Creation
The proposed right-of-way is an existing driveway and access route to a land locked parcel at
the rear of the subject property. The intent of this application is to legalise the access along the
driveway currently being used. The proposed right-of-way will be surveyed at a width of 20
metres (66 ft.) and have a length of approximately 1,100 metres. This right-of-way has an
existing entrance from Road 506.
Benefitting Lands
The lands which will benefit from the proposed right-of-way is an existing vacant land locked
parcel with an area of approximately 60.7 hectares (150 acres). This property currently uses
the proposed right-of-way for access from Road 506. No new development is proposed for this
lot as a result of the creation of the right-of-way.
Retained Parcel
The retained parcel will be approximately 22.8 hectares in area, with approximately 280 metres
(900 ft.) of frontage along Road 506. The retained parcel is vacant with no new development
proposed at this time.
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Background
This application for the creation of a right-of-way is to legalise the current driveway access
from Road 506 to a vacant land locked parcel. There are areas of wetlands identified on the
subject property in the vicinity of the proposed right-of-way, and as such this application was
circulated to Mississippi Valley Conservation Authority for review.
Neighbouring parcels are primarily similarly sized naturally vegetated parcels with frontage
along Road 506.

Planning Analysis
Provincial Policy Statement (2020)
The 2020 Provincial Policy Statement (PPS) provides direction on matters of Provincial interest
related to land use planning and development. The PPS promotes efficient land use and
development patterns that support strong, liveable and healthy communities, protect the
environment and public health and safety, and facilitate economic growth. Under Section 3 of
the Planning Act, all municipal decisions regarding planning “shall be consistent with”
applicable provincial policy.
When assessing consent applications on rural lands, planning authorities must comply with
Section 1.1.5.1 of the PPS; this section requires application of the relevant policies of Section
1: Building Strong Healthy Communities, Section 2: Wise Use and Management of Resources,
and Section 3: Protecting Public Health and Safety by the approval authority.
Section 1: Building Strong Healthy Communities of the PPS promotes the building of healthy
communities and includes policies about avoiding development and land use patterns which
may cause environmental or public health and safety concerns. Section 1.1.5.2 of the PPS
permits residential development that is locally appropriate on rural lands in Ontario
municipalities and in Section 1.1.5.4 promotes development that is compatible with the rural
landscape and can be sustained by rural service levels. Section 1.1.4.1 a. speaks to building
upon rural character and leveraging rural amenities. The proposed right-of-way will provide
legal access to an existing vacant land locked parcel.
Section 2: Wise Use and Management of Resources of the PPS contains policies that
encourage the protection of natural heritage, water, agricultural, mineral and cultural heritage
and archaeological resources for their economic, environmental and social benefits. Section 3:
Protecting Public Health and Safety of the PPS contains policies intended to reduce the
potential for public cost or risk to Ontario’s residents from natural or human-made hazards.
This application was circulated to Mississippi Valley Conservation Authority for review,
comments have yet to be received. However, the application is not proposing any new
development. The proposal for the easement will legalize the existing access to the land
locked parcel. Any development proposed for the benefitting lot will have to comply with the
provisions of the Township of North Frontenac Zoning By-Law and any required permitting
process of the Mississippi Valley Conservation Authority.
It is the opinion of staff that the proposal is consistent with the policies of the PPS.
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County of Frontenac Official Plan, 2016
The County of Frontenac Official Plan is a framework for guiding development in the County
through the management and protection of the natural environment and by providing direction
and influence on growth patterns. It is focused on the six themes of economic sustainability,
growth management, community building, housing and social services, heritage and culture,
and environmental sustainability.
Section 3.3 Rural Lands provides policies for all lands outside of the settlement areas. The
Plan recognizes that rural lands are used as an alternative location for those preferring a rural
lifestyle. Low density residential development as well as rural-related commercial, industrial,
recreational and institutional development is desirable. This right-of-way will legalise an
existing driveway access to a land locked parcel.
It is the opinion of planning staff that this application meets the intent of the County of
Frontenac Official Plan.
Township of North Frontenac Official Plan, 2017
The subject property is designated as Rural Area in the Township’s Official Plan. The intent of
the policies in the Rural Area designation are to maintain rural character and ensure that
properties may be adequately serviced. Within the Rural Area the plan provides for a supply of
land for a diversity of traditional and evolving rural uses including: rural residential, rural cooperative, recreational oriented uses and rural commercial and industrial uses. This right-ofway will legalise an existing driveway access to a land locked parcel.
It is the opinion of planning staff that this application meets the intent of the Township of North
Frontenac Official Plan.
Township of North Frontenac Comprehensive Zoning Bylaw, 2019
The subject property zoned Rural in the Township of North Frontenac’s Zoning By-law. The
Rural zone permits a wide variety of uses including residential, agricultural and limited
commercial. Section 4.7 Rural Zone establishes the minimum requirements for lot area and
frontage to ensure the ability of lots to accommodate future development. This proposed rightof-way will not impact the ability of the retained lands to meet the provisions of the by-law
should it be developed in the future.
It is the opinion of planning staff that this application meets the intent of the Township of North
Frontenac Zoning By-law.

Comments
Public Comments
At the time of writing of this report no public comments had been received.
Mississippi Valley Conservation Authority (MVCA)
This application was circulated to MVCA for review. At the time of the writing of this report
MVCA comments had yet to be received.
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Planning staff are recommending the inclusion of a condition of provisional consent, that prior
to the signing of the certificate of official for the creation of the right-of-way, that satisfactory
comments be received from MVCA.

Pre-consultation
The applicant consulted with Township and planning staff prior to submitting the application.

Conclusion
It is recommended that the Committee of Adjustment approve application B/7-21 for the
creation of right-of-way, as per the application submitted, and subject to the recommended
conditions.
Note: Conditions are a decision of the Committee of Adjustment, the conditions below
are recommended. The final approved conditions will be included in the signed
decision.
B/7-21-NF Recommended Conditions
Expiry Period
1. Conditions imposed must be met within one year of the date of notice of decision, as
required by Section 53(41) of the Planning Act, RSO 1990, as amended. If conditions
are not fulfilled as prescribed within one year, the application shall be deemed to be
refused. Provided the conditions are met and the Certificate of Official is stamped within
one year, the application is valid for two years from the date the decision and the deed
must be registered within two years of the issuance of the certificate of official.
Severed Lands – Right-of-Way
2. The land to be severed by Consent Application B/7-21 shall be for the creation of a
right-of-way, to be surveyed and constructed in conformity with the standards for new
lane creation in the County of Frontenac Private Roads (Lanes) Study, 2016. This rightof-way shall have a minimum surveyed width of 20 metres and a length of
approximately 1,100 metres.
Survey/Reference Plan or Registerable Description
1. The applicant or his/her solicitor shall prepare and submit to The Corporation of the
Township of North Frontenac, a transfer or such other required form of document
necessary to implement the consent, including Form 1, Form 2, Form 3, or Form 4, as
applicable, prescribed by Ontario Regulation 197-96, for endorsement by the SecretaryTreasurer of the Committee of Adjustments for the municipality. This transfer or other
legal document shall be provided to the municipality within a period of one year after
Notice of Decision was given under subsection 53(15) or 53(24) of the Planning Act
2. The surveyor or owner shall submit the draft Reference Plan electronically, or in paper
form, for review and approval by planning staff prior to depositing the Reference Plan
with the Land Registry Office.
3. That the description of the parcel being severed and the names of the Transferor and
Transferee are included on the schedule attached to the deed of the land.
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Municipal Requirements
4. That prior to the signing of the Certificate of Official for Consent Application B/7-21-NF
comments must be received from Mississippi Valley Conservation Authority stating no
objections to the proposed right-of-way.
5. Payment of the balance of any outstanding taxes and local improvement charges shall
be made to the Township Treasurer. This includes all taxes levied as of the date of the
stamping of the deeds.
6. Where a violation of the Township of North Frontenac Zoning By-law is evident, the
appropriate minor variance or rezoning be obtained to the satisfaction of the
Municipality.
7. That confirmation is filed with each application file that conditions have been fulfilled to
the municipality’s satisfaction.
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TOWNSHIP OF NORTH FRONTENAC

MANION APPLICATION FOR SEVERANCES B-07-21

ROAD 506, GEOGRAPHIC TOWNSHIP OF CLARENDON
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21-NF-CN
April 13, 2021
Tara Mieske
Secretary-Treasurer
Township of North Frontenac
P.O. Box 97
Plevna, Ontario K0H 2M0
Dear Ms. Mieske:
Re:

Consent Application – B07/21-NF(Ba)
Part Lot 32, SW Range, Township of North Frontenac (Clarendon)
MANION
Mississippi Valley Conservation Authority (MVCA) has been circulated the above noted
application to conduct a review in terms of MVCA Regulations and Provincial Planning
Policy for Natural Heritage and Natural Hazard issues. Specifically, the purpose of this
review is to assess potential impacts of the proposed development on known natural
heritage features on and adjacent to the subject property. These features could include
wetlands, wildlife habitat and areas of natural and scientific interest. This review also
includes an evaluation of the subject property for natural hazards such as unstable slopes
and areas prone to flooding and erosion.
PROPOSAL
It is our understanding that the purpose of the subject application is to create a ROW.
PROPERTY CHARACTERISTICS
According to a review of GIS mapping and aerial imagery, (3) MVCA regulated wetlands
exist on the subject property. A tributary of Swamp Creek flows through these wetlands.
The proposed ROW follows an existing private road, that travels in between (2) of the
wetlands, and across the tributary.
REVIEW
Natural Heritage Features
Watercourse
A minimum setback of 30 m is recommended from any watercourse, including that
identified on the subject property.

10970 Hwy 7, Carleton Place, ON K7C 3P1· Tel. (613) 253-0006 · Fax (613) 253-0122 · info@mvc.on.ca
MVCA is a member of Conservation Ontario~Natural Champions

Wetlands
The wetlands identified on the subject property, as well their 30 m adjacent lands, are
regulated under Ontario Regulation 153/06, as administered by MVCA. A minimum setback
of 30 m, measured from their boundary, is required for any new development or site
alteration.
Discussion
Given that the ROW follows an existing road, no additional impacts to the wetlands or
watercourse are anticipated as a result of the subject application. However, if any future
road work is proposed, including culvert works and/or widening the road, MVCA should be
contacted to determine permit requirements.
Natural Hazards: None identified
RECOMMENDATIONS AND CONCLUSION
Based on the above, MVCA does not have any objections to the subject application.
NOTES
Pursuant to Ontario Regulation 153/06 - “Development, Interference with Wetlands and
Alterations to Shorelines and Watercourses”, written permission is required from MVCA
prior to any development or interference within 30 m of the regulated wetlands, or for any
alterations to the watercourse.
We suggest contacting the Ministry of the Environment, Conservation and Parks with
respect to Species at Risk.
Should any questions arise please do not hesitate to call. Please advise us of the
Committee’s decision in this matter.
Yours truly,

Diane Reid
Environmental Planner
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Planning Report
To:

Committee of Adjustment / Planning Advisory Committee

Prepared By:

Jennie Kapusta, Community Planner, County of Frontenac

Reviewed By:

Sonya Bolton, Manager of Community Planning, County of Frontenac

Re:

Application for Minor Variance for Part Lot 28, Concession 2, Geographic
Township of Palmerston, Township of North Frontenac (9829 Road 509)

File Number:

A/3-21 (Bellefeuille)

Recommendation: Approve with conditions
Date Prepared:
Date of Meeting:

April 12, 2021
April 19, 2021

Proposal
An application for minor variance has been submitted to permit a reduction in the minimum
required 30 metre setback from a waterbody to allow for an addition to an existing structure, for
a property located at Part Lot 28, Concession 2, Geographic Township of Palmerston,
municipally known as 9829 Road 509 (see attached map). The subject property has frontage
on Palmerston Lake, and frontage along and is accessed by Road 509, a fully maintained
municipal road. The property is approximately 0.39 hectares (0.95 acres) in area and is
developed with a dwelling and accessory structures.
The purpose of this application is to permit the construction of a gazebo-type addition to an
existing deck structure attached to the main dwelling. The proposed addition is as follows:


The construction (installation) of a pre-fabricated gazebo-type structure to be located on
top of the existing deck structure, approximately 14 metres (46 ft.) from the high water
mark of Palmerton Lake. This proposed addition will be 15.6 m2 (168 ft2) in area and will
use the existing deck structure as the floor for the addition. The proposed addition will
be contained within the existing footprint of the deck; no increase in footprint is
proposed or reduction in waterbody setback.

Minor variance is required to permit a reduction in the minimum required 30 metre waterbody
setback for an addition to an existing structure for the following reasons:
1. Section 3.24 (d): Renovation, Repair or Reconstruction of an Existing NonComplying/Non-Conforming Building or Structure. Nothing in this by-law shall prevent
Committee of Adjustment | A/28-20 (Condon) Planning Report
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the renovation, repair or reconstruction of an existing non-complying/non-conforming
building or structure provided such renovation does not expand, enlarge or increase the
height, size or volume of the original non-complying building or structure; or relocate the
building from its original footprint.
Requested variance from this section:
a. Construct an addition to an existing deck structure.
2. Section 3.27 (e)(i) Water Bodies: All structures shall be setback from the high water
mark of all waterbodies a minimum of 30 metres with the exception of waterfront
structures which shall comply with the setbacks established in Section 3.1
Requested variance from this section:
a. Minimum setback from the high water mark: 30 metres, proposed addition
minimum setback 14 metres (requested variance of 16 metres).
Under Section 45(1) of the Planning Act there are four tests a minor variance must meet. In
order to be considered, the application must meet all four tests:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Does the application conform to the general intent and purpose of the Official Plan?
Does the application conform to the general intent and purpose of the Zoning By-law?
Is the application desirable for the appropriate development of the lands in question?
Is the application minor?

Background
The subject property is approximately 0.26 hectares (0.65 acres) in area with approximately 60
metres of frontage along Palmerston Lake and 60 metres of frontage along Road 509. The
existing dwelling is 171.6 m2 (1,848 ft.2) in area (including attached deck) and is located
approximately 14 metres (46 ft.) from the high water mark of Palmerston Lake. The proposed
addition will not further increase the footprint as the gazebo-type structure will be constructed
using the existing deck structure as the floor for the addition. The proposed addition will not
further encroach into the waterbody setback than the existing deck.
Neighbouring properties are comparable in area, have similar topographical challenges and
are developed with dwellings located an average of 15 metres from the lake.

Planning Analysis
Provincial Policy Statement, 2020
The 2020 Provincial Policy Statement (PPS) provides direction on matters of Provincial interest
related to land use planning and development. The PPS promotes efficient land use and
development patterns that support strong, liveable and healthy communities, protects the
environment and public health and safety, and facilitates economic growth.
When assessing minor variance applications on rural lands, planning authorities must comply
with Section 1.1.5.1 of the PPS; this section requires application of relevant policy of Section 1:
Building Strong Healthy Communities, Section 2: Wise Use and Management of Recourses,
and Section 3: Protecting Public Health and Safety by the approval authority. Under Section 3
of the Planning Act, all municipal decisions regarding planning “shall be consistent with” the
PPS.
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Section 1: Building Strong Healthy Communities of the PPS promotes the building of healthy
communities and includes policies about avoiding development and land use patterns which
may cause environmental or public health and safety concerns. Section 1.1.5.2 of the PPS
permits residential development that is locally appropriate on rural lands in Ontario
municipalities and in Section 1.1.5.4 promotes development that is compatible with the rural
landscape and can be sustained by rural service levels. Section 1.1.4.1 a. speaks to building
upon rural character and leveraging rural amenities. Section 1.6.6.4 indicates that individual
on-site water and sewage services may be used provided that site conditions are suitable for
the long-term provision of such services with no negative impacts. This property contains
existing on-site services located outside the 30 metre waterbody setback. The proposed
addition will not increase the demand on the existing services.
Section 2: Wise Use and Management of Resources of the PPS contains policies that
encourage the protection of natural heritage, water, agricultural, mineral and cultural heritage
and archaeological resources for their economic, environmental and social benefits. Section 3:
Protecting Public Health and Safety of the PPS contains policies intended to reduce the
potential for public cost or risk to Ontario’s residents from natural or human-made hazards.
Conservation Authorities have provincially delegated responsibilities to represent Provincial
interests regarding natural hazards under Section 3.1 of the PPS. Mississippi Valley
Conservation Authority reviewed this application for minor variance. Comments dated April 9,
2021 indicate no objection to the application as presented. Conservation staff noted that there
are slopes on the subject property, but that they do not meet the criteria of a potentially
unstable slope.
It is the opinion of staff that the application is consistent with the policies of the PPS.
County of Frontenac Official Plan, 2016
The County of Frontenac Official Plan is a framework for guiding development in the County
through the management and protection of the natural environment and by providing direction
and influence on growth patterns. It is focused on the six themes of economic sustainability,
growth management, community building, housing and social services, heritage and culture,
and environmental sustainability.
Section 3.2 of the Plan contains policies specific to the settlement areas that are intended to
set a planning framework that will encourage and support the existing settlement areas, both
mixed use and primarily residential. These policies recognize that due to the lack of municipal
services (water and sewer) new development is encouraged in both the settlement areas as
well as in rural locations. Traditionally, these settlement areas (communities) have developed
as residential, social and commercial centres servicing the surrounding agricultural, mining and
forestry communities. While these traditional roles will continue to be encouraged it is
recognized that changes and improvements to transportation facilities over time have lessened
the emphasis on hamlets (settlement areas) as rural service centres and increased their role
as residential settlements.
Section 3.3.3.4 Special Policies – Waterfront Areas provides policies that are intended to
improve and protect waterfront areas as a significant cultural, recreational, economic and
natural environmental resource and to maintain or enhance the quality of the land areas
adjacent to the shore. Further, this section requires Township Official Plans to include criteria
for determining an appropriate setback where an existing lot of record cannot achieve the
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minimum setback of 30 metres. The addition proposed through this application will be
constructed within the footprint of the existing deck structure and will not further encroach into
the 30 metre waterbody setback.
Section 4.2: Servicing provides policies for the use of private services provided that site
conditions are suitable for the long-term provision of such services with no negative impacts.
This property contains existing on site services located outside the 30 metre waterbody
setback. The proposed addition will not increase the demand on the existing services.
It is the opinion of staff that the application is consistent with the policies of the County of
Frontenac Official Plan.
Township of North Frontenac Official Plan, 2017
The property is designated as Rural Area within the Township of North Frontenac Official Plan.
The intent of policies in the Rural Area designation are to maintain rural character and ensure
that properties may be adequately serviced. Within the Rural Area the plan provides for a
supply of land for a diversity of traditional and evolving rural uses including: rural residential,
rural co-operative, recreational oriented uses and rural commercial and industrial uses.
The subject lands are not designated Waterfront Area in the Township of North Frontenac
Official Plan, however, Waterfront Area policies are intended to govern development within 150
m (500 ft.) of waterbodies and islands with the intent of protecting water quality, shoreline
amenities and natural habitat areas. The subject lands have waterfrontage along Palmerston
Lake and as such should be evaluated with these policies in mind. It is Council’s intent that the
water quality of all waterbodies in the Municipality will be maintained at their present level or
enhanced. New development must be considered in light of its impact on the environmental
quality of any lake or river.
Section 4.10.5 Objectives sets out the objectives of the Waterfront Area including character,
access and servicing, natural areas, and development. Limiting the density of buildings and
structures in the Waterfront Area is an important part of protecting the character of waterbodies
in North Frontenac. The Official Plan also speaks to the preservation and protection of the
appearance of the shoreline in a natural vegetated state shall be encouraged. Further, Section
4.10.6.I Shoreline Setbacks requires a shoreline vegetated buffer and states that the setback
is for the protection of natural habitat and minimizing environmental impact in the foreshore
area in addition to minimizing the dominance of the built form on the natural environment. The
subject property has an existing well vegetated shoreline buffer which will screen the proposed
addition from the lake while aiding in limiting potential environmental impact.
Section 4.10.8 Lake Trout Waters has policies specific to lands abutting waterbodies which
have been identified as lake trout lakes, both at-capacity and not at-capacity designations. The
intent of these policies are to provide additional protection for lakes which have suitable quality
of water to be managed for lake trout and recognize that these lakes are a limited and nonrenewable resource. Section 4.10.8.B identifies Palmerston Lake as a lake trout lake not at
capacity, which are those lake trout waters which are considered capable of supporting
additional shoreline development provided that special precautions are taken to ensure that
maximum containment of phosphorous occurs on the lot.
The proposed variance conforms to the general intent and purpose of the Township of North
Frontenac’s Official Plan because the proposed addition will not impact the shoreline or
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existing vegetation and is in keeping with the existing waterfront character and conforms to the
Waterfront Area policies in that it is not anticipated to further impact the waterbody.
Township of North Frontenac Comprehensive Zoning Bylaw (2019)
The subject property is zoned Hamlet in the Township of North Frontenac Zoning By-law. The
Hamlet zoning recognizes that the subject property is located within the settlement area of
Ompah and permits a variety of uses suited for more developed areas. The general provisions
of the Zoning By-law also require a 30 metre setback from water bodies for all structures
including septic systems, in addition to the performance standards in the individual zone.
The general provisions of the Zoning By-law also require a 30-metre setback from water
bodies for all structures including septic systems, in addition to the performance standards
described in the individual zone. Enhanced waterbody setbacks are intended to protect lakes
and sensitive ecological features.
The proposed variance conforms to the general intent and purpose of the Township of North
Frontenac’s Zoning By-Law because the addition proposed in this application will be
constructed within the footprint of the existing deck structure and will not further encroach into
the required 30 metre waterbody setback.

Comments
Public Comments
At the time of writing of this report no public comments had been received.
Mississippi Valley Conservation Authority (MVCA)
Comments dated April 9, 2021 indicate no objections to the application as submitted.
Conservation staff noted that the proposal results in no further encroachment into the
waterbody setback and no increase in footprint is proposed as the existing decking will be
utilized as the floor of the gazebo-type addition.

Pre-Consultation
The applicant consulted with Township and planning staff prior to submitting the application.
Planning staff conducted a site visit March 30, 2021 to review the application.

Conclusion
Planning staff are of the opinion that the application, as submitted, to reduce the 30 metre
waterbody setback to permit an addition to an existing structure meets the four tests of a minor
variance for the following reasons:


The proposed variance conforms to the general intent and purpose of the Township of
North Frontenac’s Official Plan because the proposed addition will not impact the
shoreline or existing vegetation and is in keeping with the existing waterfront character
and conforms to the Waterfront Area policies in that it is not anticipated to further impact
the waterbody.



The proposed variance conforms to the general intent and purpose of the Township of
North Frontenac’s Zoning By-Law because the addition proposed in this application will
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be constructed within the footprint of the existing deck structure and will not further
encroach into the required 30 metre waterbody setback.


The variance is desirable for the appropriate development of the lands in question
because the proposed addition of the gazebo to the existing deck will increase the
functionality of the subject property for the property owners. Further, the scale and
massing of the proposed addition of the gazebo to the existing deck, and the continued
use of the property for residential purposes, is compatible with surrounding
development.



The variance is minor because the proposed addition of the gazebo to the existing deck
will not cause any adverse impacts on adjacent properties and will maintain the
character of the area. The addition will not result in any loss of privacy or overlook to the
abutting properties. The proposal complies with all other required provisions of the
Zoning By-Law.

Conclusion
Subject to any additional comments received prior to the Committee of Adjustment meeting, it
is recommended that the Committee of Adjustment approve minor variance application A/3-21,
as per the plans submitted with the application and with the following recommended
conditions.
Note: Conditions are a decision of the Committee of Adjustment, the conditions below
are recommended. The final approved conditions will be included in the signed
decision.
Recommended Conditions
1. The minor variance approved through application A/3-21 is for the construction of an
addition to an existing structure as follows:
a. The construction (installation) of a pre-fabricated gazebo-type structure to be
located on top of the existing deck structure, approximately 14 metres (46 ft.)
from the high water mark of Palmerton Lake. This proposed addition will be 15.6
m2 (168 ft2) in area and will use the existing deck structure as the floor for the
addition. The proposed addition will be contained within the existing footprint of
the deck.
2. That development occurs according to the plans submitted with minor variance
application A/3-21.
3. Minor variance A/3-21 is applicable only to the Township of North Frontenac Zoning Bylaw #55-19 and not to any subsequent zoning by-laws.
4. A building permit is required for all demolition and construction on the property. There
shall be no additional development, or demolition of existing structures, on the property
without approval from the Township of North Frontenac.
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TOWNSHIP OF NORTH FRONTENAC

BELLEFEUILLE APPLICATION FOR MINOR VARIANCE A-03-21
9829 ROAD 509, GEOGRAPHIC TOWNSHIP OF PALMERSTON
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21-NF-MV
April 9, 2021

Tara Mieske
Secretary-Treasurer
Township of North Frontenac
P.O. Box 97
Plevna, Ontario K0H 2M0
Dear Ms. Mieske:
Re:

Minor Variance Application– A03/21
Part Lot 28, Con 2, Township of North Frontenac (Palmerston)
9829 Hwy 509
BELLEFEUILLE

Mississippi Valley Conservation Authority (MVCA) has been circulated the above noted
application to conduct a review in terms of MVCA Regulations and Provincial Planning
Policy for Natural Heritage and Natural Hazard issues. Specifically, the purpose of this
review is to assess potential impacts of the proposed development on known natural
heritage features on and adjacent to the subject property. These features could include
wetlands, wildlife habitat and areas of natural and scientific interest. This review also
includes an evaluation of the subject property for natural hazards such as unstable slopes
and areas prone to flooding and erosion.
PROPOSAL
According to the notice, the purpose of the subject application is to construct a new covered
gazebo with an area of 15.63 square metres on an existing deck attached to the dwelling with
a setback of 14 metres from the high water mark of Palmerston Lake.
PROPERTY CHARACTERISTICS
The subject property is located on Palmerston Lake, which is a moderately sensitive cold
water fishery supporting a local lake trout population. Lake trout is a species that is
particularly susceptible to environmental impacts such as nutrient loading due to overland

10970 Hwy 7
Carleton Place, ON K7C 3P1

Tel: 613-253-0006
Fax: 613-253-0122

runoff resulting from development in the near shore area. The existing cottage is located on
a plateau with a slope to its rear and waterside.
REVIEW
Natural Heritage Values
MVCA reviews waterbody setback requirements in accordance with the Provincial Policy
Statement (PPS). Guidelines prepared in support of the PPS indicate that development
shall not be permitted within 30 m of fish habitat unless is has been determined that there
will be no negative impacts to this natural heritage feature. The recommended 30 m
setback distance for waterfront development is intended to protect the lake environment
from the effects of increased nutrients from overland runoff and allow room for a natural
vegetation buffer. The natural vegetation buffer prevents shoreline erosion, excess
warming of shallow waters and provides wildlife and aquatic habitat.
In consideration of the PPS, as well as the necessity to limit the potential cumulative impact
of development and pervious (hard) surfaces within the nearshore area, MVCA
recommends consideration to several objectives outlined in the table below. In reference
to these objectives, an assessment of the proposal is provided in the same table.
Objectives

Proposed Gazebo

New development should not result in a
further encroachment towards the
waterbody compared to the existing.

✓ no further encroachment into the
waterbody setback

Any increase in footprint should be limited
in size.

✓ no increase is proposed, as the existing
decking will be utilized as the floor of
the gazebo

Waterbody setback should be maximized
to the greatest extent feasible towards the
minimum requirement i.e. reasonable
alternatives should be considered to
achieve this.

✓ not applicable given the use of existing
footprint

Natural Hazards: There are slopes on the subject property; however, based on our
estimates, they would not meet the criteria of a potentially unstable slope.
RECOMMENDATIONS AND CONCLUSIONS
MVCA does not have any objection to the subject application provided the following is
adhered to:
1. In accordance with the provisions of the relevant Municipal Zoning By-law,
shoreline vegetation, consisting of native shrubs, shall be planted in unvegetated
sections of the shoreline, to a minimum depth of 3m (measured from the shoreline
towards the rear of the lot). This effort will help to mitigate the effects of erosion

and surface runoff on the lake.
NOTES
A review for Species at Risk was not conducted. We suggest contacting the Ministry of the
Environment, Conservation and Parks should you require a review in this regard.
The applicant should be advised that, pursuant to Ontario Regulation 153/06 –
Development, Interference with Wetlands and Alterations to Shorelines and
Watercourses”, a permit is required from MVCA for prior to any alterations to the
shoreline of the lake.
We advise consultation with Fisheries and Oceans Canada (DFO) http://www.dfompo.gc.ca/pnw-ppe/index-eng.html prior to conducting any work within the lake, in order
to assess potential impacts to fish habitat. Authorization from DFO may be required for
such work.
Should any questions arise please do not hesitate to call. Please advise us of the
Committee’s decision in this matter.
Yours truly,

Diane Reid
Environmental Planner

Planning Report
To:

Committee of Adjustment / Planning Advisory Committee

Prepared By:

Jennie Kapusta, Community Planner, County of Frontenac

Reviewed By:

Sonya Bolton, Manager of Community Planning

Re:

Application for Minor Variance for Part Lot 28, Concession 1, Geographic
Township of Palmerston, Township of North Frontenac (9489C Road 509)

File Number:

A/4-21 (Poulin)

Recommendation: Deny
Date Prepared:
Date of Meeting:

April 9, 2021
April 19, 2021

Proposal
An application for minor variance has been submitted to recognize the construction of a single
residential dwelling on a property located at Part Lot 28, Concession 1, Geographic Township
of Palmerston, municipally known as 9489C Road 509 (see attached map). The subject
property has frontage on Road 509 and is accessed via a deeded right-of-way over 9498B
Road 509. The property is approximately 0.72 hectares (1.78 acres) in area and contains a
single residential dwelling, two accessory storage buildings, and an outhouse.
The proposal is to obtain a minor variance for the single residential dwelling that was built
without the required permits or planning approvals. The application has been reviewed in the
same manner as an application where the work has not yet been completed.
The applicant has constructed a single residential dwelling with a footprint of approximately
111.5 m2 (1,200 ft2), including attached decks. This dwelling is located approximately 12.2
metres (40 ft.) from the rear property line of 9489C Road 509. This rear property line also
denotes part of the licensed boundary of the pit on the neighbouring lot. Planning staff would
like to note that the 12.2 metre setback indicated above was measured by planning staff and
the Township of North Frontenac Chief Building Official during a site visit on March 30, 2021.
The setback to the rear property line shown on the sketch submitted with the minor variance
application indicated an incorrect rear yard setback of 60.3 metres (198 ft.).
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The applicant has applied to the Township of South Frontenac (septic approval authority) for a
permit for the installation of a septic system to service this dwelling. As of the date of the
writing of this report, approval of the septic permit application had not been granted.
Minor variance is required to permit a reduction in the minimum required 70 metre setback to
the boundary of a licensed pit for the construction of a sensitive land use (new single
residential dwelling) for the following reason:
1. Section 3.27(c)(ii): Minimum Distance Separation, Influence Areas and Special
Setbacks – Pits and Quarries. The influence area from a pit shall be 300 metres
measured from the property line of a sensitive land use and the license boundary of the
pit. The minimum separation distance shall be 70 metres measured from the lot line of
the sensitive land use and the license boundary of the pit.
Requested variance from this section:
a. Required minimum setback from the lot line and the license boundary of the pit:
70 metres; constructed dwelling setback approximately 12.2 metres (40 ft.) [as
measured during a site visit on March 30, 2021] – variance request of 57.8
metres.

Property Characteristics
The subject property is approximately 0.72 hectares (1.78 acres) in area with approximately 72
metres (240 ft.) of frontage along Road 509. The property contains a single residential
dwelling, two accessory storage buildings, and an outhouse. The dwelling is approximately
111.5 m2 (1,200 ft2) in area, including attached deck and is located approximately 12.2 metres
(40 ft.) from the rear property line. The subject property is zoned Hamlet.
The neighbouring properties with frontage along the north side of Road 509 are also zoned
Hamlet with several containing existing residential development. The lot abutting the subject
property to the rear, in addition to the lot located on the south side of Road 509 opposite the
subject property, are zoned Mineral Extraction (MXE) with the licensed boundary of the pit on
each lot being the same as the property line. Due to the size of the subject property and its
location between two licenced pits, there is no location on the lot which meets the minimum
required 70 metre setback from both licensed areas.
The subject property rises steeply from Road 509 towards the rear of the lot before leveling out
in the vicinity of the existing structures. This steep slope limits the ability to access the lot
directly from Road 509 and was the basis for the creation of the deeded right-of-way for access
over the neighbouring property. The dwelling and accessory storage buildings are located
more than 15 metres from the top of this steep slope, as required by Section 3.18 of the
Township of North Frontenac Zoning By-law #55-19.

File History
An Order to Comply was issued by the Township of North Frontenac Building Department on
September 12, 2019 for the construction of the single residential dwelling without building
permits or planning approvals.
The applicant contacted the Township in September 2019 to determine the requirements for
obtaining a building permit to recognize the construction which had taken place. The applicant
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was informed at that time of Section 3.27(c) of the Township Zoning By-law and Section 4.15
of the Township Official Plan, which both state the influence area from a pit to be 300 metres
(984.2 ft.) with a minimum separation distance of 70 metres (229.6 ft.) as per the provincial
Aggregate Resources Act.
Official Plan policies permit modification of these values without an amendment to the Plan, for
development of a sensitive land use where it is clearly demonstrated (through studies), that
impacts such as noise, dust, and vibration can be mitigated.
The Baseline Environmental Assessment report dated August 13, 2020 from St. Lawrence
Testing & Inspection Co. Ltd., stated that the applicant contacted St. Lawrence Testing on
September 23, 2019 to discuss the possibility of an environmental assessment being carried
out on the subject property. A visual assessment of the subject property was carried out by St.
Lawrence Testing on April 20, 2020, along with an interview of a person residing near the open
pit, and a telephone conversation with the pit owner. On August 12, 2020 a formal
environmental assessment of sound, vibration and airborne particulate matter was performed
on the subject property.
This assessment report was submitted to the Township and provided to planning staff by email
on September 25, 2020. Planning staff reviewed the assessment report and responded to
Township staff on September 29, 2020.
In the email response from planning staff to Township staff, dated September 29, 2020, it was
noted that “The report concludes that additional work is required to be undertaken to support a
planning approval and that further measurements of sound, vibration and particulate matter be
recorded while the pit is in operation. At this time…the attached report is insufficient to support
an application.”
It was further stated by planning staff in the September 29, 2020 email response that while “the
pit is inactive at this time (or use is infrequent), the author may be able to speak to what the
impact would be if the pit were in operation (based on proximity of the licensed area to the
proposed dwelling and type/volume of extraction permitted). The author may also be able to
propose mitigative measures that could be put in place (e.g. retaining vegetation along the rear
property line) to ensure public health and safety is addressed. The author may wish to review
the pit license to determine maximum extraction potential and compare to similar operations to
determine if there would be an impact (e.g. is blasting permitted, at peak operation 5 trucks
would be in and out of the property which would be a noise compatible with a residential use).”
As of the date of the writing of this report, no further assessments have been submitted in
support of this minor variance application.
On January 7, 2021 the applicant submitted this application for minor variance to reduce the
minimum required 70 metre setback to a licenced pit, providing the Baseline Environmental
Assessment from St. Lawrence Testing (dated August 13, 2020) in support of the application.
The applicant stated on the minor variance application form submitted that “The owner of the
licenced pit does not mind, his pit is inactive. The full assessment states it is safe with findings
from other close neighbours.” In Section 11 of the application form the applicant stated the
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existing dwelling has a rear yard setback of 60.3 metres (198 ft.); in Section 9.2 of the
application form the applicant is requesting a rear yard setback of 62.7 metres (205 ft.).

Planning Analysis
Under Section 45(1) of the Planning Act there are four tests a minor variance must meet. In
order to be considered, the application must meet all four tests:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Does the application conform to the general intent and purpose of the Official Plan?
Does the application conform to the general intent and purpose of the Zoning By-law?
Is the application desirable for the appropriate development of the lands in question?
Is the application minor?

Provincial Policy Statement, 2020
The 2020 Provincial Policy Statement (PPS) provides direction on matters of Provincial interest
related to land use planning and development. The PPS promotes efficient land use and
development patterns that support strong, liveable and healthy communities, protect the
environment and public health and safety, and facilitate economic growth.
When assessing minor variance applications on rural lands, planning authorities must comply
with Section 1.1.5.1 of the PPS; this section requires the application of the relevant policies of
Section 1: Building Strong Healthy Communities, Section 2: Wise Use and Management of
Recourses, and Section 3: Protecting Public Health and Safety by the approval authority.
Under Section 3 of the Planning Act, all municipal decisions regarding land use planning “shall
be consistent with” the PPS.
Section 1: Building Strong Healthy Communities of the PPS promotes the building of healthy
communities and includes policies about avoiding development and land use patterns which
may cause environmental or public health and safety concerns. Section 1.1.3 of the PPS notes
that settlement areas are critical to the long-term economic prosperity of communities. It is in
the interest of all communities to use land and resources wisely, to promote efficient
development patterns, protect resources, promote green spaces, ensure effective use of
infrastructure and public service facilities and minimize unnecessary public expenditures.
Section 1.1.3.1 indicates that settlement areas shall be the focus of growth and development.
Section 1.1.3.4 notes that appropriate development standards should be promoted which
facilitate intensification, redevelopment and compact form, while avoiding or mitigating risks to
public health and safety. The subject property is located within the Hamlet of Ompah.
Section 1.6.6.4 of the PPS indicates that individual on-site water and sewage services may be
used provided that site conditions are suitable for the long-term provision of such services with
no negative impacts. The applicant has applied to the Township of South Frontenac (septic
approval authority) for a permit for the installation of a septic system to service this dwelling. As
of the date of the writing of this report, approval of the septic permit application had not been
granted.
Section 2: Wise Use and Management of Resources of the PPS contains policies that
encourage the protection of natural heritage, water, agricultural, mineral and cultural heritage
and archaeological resources for their economic, environmental and social benefits. Section
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2.5: Mineral Aggregate Resources speaks to protecting these resources for long-term use
through identification of mineral aggregate resource deposits and limiting development and
activities that would preclude or hinder the establishment, expansion or continued use of
resources. The subject lands abut a parcel identified as a mineral aggregate resource that is
developed with a licensed pit operation. There is also another licensed pit located across the
road from the subject property.
Section 3: Protecting Public Health and Safety of the PPS contains policies intended to reduce
the potential for public cost or risk to Ontario’s residents from natural or human-made hazards.
The subject property rises steeply from Road 509 towards the rear of the lot before leveling out
in the vicinity of the existing structures. The dwelling and accessory storage buildings are
located greater than 15 metres from the top of this steep slope as required by Section 3.18 of
the Township of North Frontenac Zoning By-law.
While the subject property was a vacant lot of record within a settlement area (prior to the
construction undertaken without a permit), any development on the property is contingent upon
the owner complying with the Official Plan policies and Zoning By-Law provisions put in place
to ensure consistency with the PPS. In this instance, the applicant has failed to provide the
additional technical assessment information necessary to determine the compatibility of a
residential use with the adjacent pits. The applicant has also not yet received approval for the
private on-site septic services.
It is the opinion of staff that the application is not consistent with the policies of the PPS related
to compatible development in settlement areas, the provision of private on-site services, and
the protection of mineral aggregate resources.
County of Frontenac Official Plan, 2016
The County of Frontenac Official Plan is a framework for guiding development in the County
through the management and protection of the natural environment and by providing direction
and influence on growth patterns. It is focused on the six themes of economic sustainability,
growth management, community building, housing and social services, heritage and culture,
and environmental sustainability.
Section 2.1.2.2 Mineral Aggregates outlines policies to identify and protect these nonrenewable resources and recognizes them as an important component of the economy that
must be protected for future use. It also recognizes that the extraction of resources should be
undertaken in an environmentally sound manner that adequately protects environmental
features. The subject lands abut a parcel identified as a mineral aggregate resource that is
developed with a licensed pit operation. There is also another licensed pit located across the
road from the subject property.
Section 3.2 of the Plan contains policies specific to the settlement areas that are intended to
set a planning framework that will encourage and support the existing settlement areas, both
mixed use and primarily residential. These policies recognize that due to the lack of municipal
services (water and sewer) new development is encouraged in both the settlement areas as
well as in rural locations. Traditionally, these settlement areas (communities) have developed
as residential, social and commercial centres servicing the surrounding agricultural, mining and
forestry communities. While these traditional roles will continue to be encouraged it is
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recognized that changes and improvements to transportation facilities over time have lessened
the emphasis on hamlets (settlement areas) as rural service centres and increased their role
as residential settlements. The subject property is located within the Hamlet of Ompah and has
been developed as a residential property.
Section 4.2: Servicing provides policies for the use of private services provided that site
conditions are suitable for the long-term provision of such services with no negative impacts.
The applicant has applied to the Township of South Frontenac (septic approval authority) for a
permit for the installation of a septic system to service this dwelling. As of the date of the
writing of this report, approval of the septic permit application had not been granted.
While the subject property is located within a settlement area, development on the property
must comply with the policies of the County of Frontenac Official Plan. The applicant has failed
to provide the additional technical assessment information necessary to determine the
compatibility of a residential use with the adjacent pits. The applicant has also not yet received
approval for the private on-site septic services. Therefore, it is the opinion of staff that the
application does not comply with the policies of the County of Frontenac Official Plan.
Township of North Frontenac Official Plan, 2017
The subject property is designated as Hamlet within the Township of North Frontenac Official
Plan and is located within the Hamlet of Ompah. The intent of policies in the Hamlet
designation are to provide the focus for basic community services required to serve the needs
of area residents and visitors. Within the Hamlet Settlement Areas a mix of land uses are
permitted, including residential, public service, commercial, and industrial.
It is the opinion of staff that the minor variance application does not comply with the policies of
the Township of North Frontenac Official Plan as the Baseline Environmental Assessment
report dated August 13, 2020 from St. Lawrence Testing & Inspection Co. Ltd. is insufficient to
support the application. Without the required technical information planning staff are unable to
confirm compliance with the Official Plan, including the policies of Section 3.3 Buffering and
Land Use Conflicts, Section 3.8 Influence Areas and Separation Distances, and Section 4.15.4
Mineral Aggregate Resources – Influence Area.
Township of North Frontenac Comprehensive Zoning By-Law Number 55-19 (2019)
The subject property is zoned Hamlet in the Township of North Frontenac Zoning By-law. The
Hamlet zoning recognizes that the subject property is located within the settlement area of
Ompah and permits a variety of uses suited for more developed areas.
Minimum Distance Separation, Influence Areas and Special Setbacks, Section 3.27(c) of the
Zoning By-law states that the minimum separation distance for a pit shall be 70 metres
measured from the lot line of the sensitive land use and the license boundary of the pit.
The proposed dwelling (already constructed) is located approximately 12.2 metres (40 ft.) from
the rear lot line of the subject property, which is less than required by the provisions of the bylaw.
It is the opinion of staff that the minor variance application does not comply with the provisions
of the Township of North Frontenac Zoning By-law as the Baseline Environmental Assessment
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report dated August 13, 2020 from St. Lawrence Testing & Inspection Co. Ltd. is insufficient to
support the reduction in setback proposed in the application.
Desirable for the Appropriate Development of the Lands
Planning staff acknowledge that the subject property is an existing lot of record and is zoned to
permit residential development, as proposed through this application. However, development
on the property must comply with the Official Plan policies and Zoning By-Law provisions of the
Township. The applicant has failed to provide the additional technical assessment information
necessary to determine the compatibility of a residential use with the adjacent pits. The
applicant has also not yet received approval for the private on-site septic services.
Based on the applicant’s refusal to provide the additional technical assessment recommended
in the Baseline Environmental Assessment report dated August 13, 2020 from St. Lawrence
Testing & Inspection Co. Ltd., planning staff cannot confirm that the development is desirable
and appropriate for the subject property.
Is the Application Minor?
Based on the applicant’s refusal to provide the additional technical assessment recommended
in the Baseline Environmental Assessment report dated August 13, 2020 from St. Lawrence
Testing & Inspection Co. Ltd., planning staff cannot confirm that the requested variance is
minor in nature.

Comments
Public Comments
One neighbour has provided comments and pictures. A copy of the correspondence has been
provided to members of the committee and included in the agenda.

Conclusion
It is recommended that the Committee of Adjustment deny application A/4-21 (Poulin) for the
reduction of the minimum separation distance from 70 metres to 12.2 metres (40 ft.) to
recognize the construction of a dwelling at Part Lot 28, Concession 1, Geographic Township of
Palmerston, municipally known as 9489C Road 509. The application as presented is not
consistent with the PPS, and does not meet the intent and purpose of the Township Official
Plan or the intent and purpose of the Township Zoning By-law. Based on the applicant’s
refusal to provide the additional technical assessment recommended in the Baseline
Environmental Assessment report dated August 13, 2020 from St. Lawrence Testing &
Inspection Co. Ltd., planning staff cannot confirm that the development is desirable and
appropriate for the subject property, or that the requested variance is minor in nature.

Attachments
1. Key Map
2. Email correspondence from H. Berber, dated March 30, 2021
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Sent: March 30, 2021 2:26 PM
To: Tara Mieske <Clerkplanning@northfrontenac.ca>; Brooke Drechsler; Brooke
Hawley; Dan Halladay mayorhiggins@xplornet.com;
fredperrycouncillorward1@gmail.com; fredfowlernorthfrontenac@gmail.com;
councillormartintwsp@gmail.com; john@lwl.ca; VernonHermerCouncillor@gmail.com;
waynegood100@gmail.com; info@randyhillier.com; scott.reid@parl.gc.ca;
info@frontenacnews.ca
Subject: Minor Variance File:#04/21 9489c road 509 North Frontenac, ON
Minor Variance File:#04/21
30 March 2021
9489c road 509 North Frontenac, ON

Dear Committee members and whom it may concern,
My wife and I living the east side neighbouring subject property ,we are against this
illegal activities in the area, this guy start building illegally no permit anything’s . I asked
him why you doing this ?he told me ‘I own the land I can do anything I want and finish
everything no matter what if I pay $300 fine township gonna give me paperwork ‘.I don’t
know who gave to him this idea? do the crime, finish up everything not follow any
codes.go to minor variance and clear up everything.
We have ongoing emails with township officials one time Mrs Hawley said, he is gonna
bring everything to code, if everything wrong and illegal how he is gonna bring up to
code we didn’t understand. We’re thinking township officials not dealing with this
problem seriously, its been 2 years now they always blaming covid.
THIS IS NOT A MINOR issue this is really MAJOR issue in the area.
if you allow everybody like this they gonna ruin system badly, if you award him what he
did ,you’ll see this place turn to scrap yard or scrap building material place, he is bring
all kind of scrap product to build up there.
He is staying there 2 years no water no septic system my family living close by in big
environmental risk.
There is no electric generator running very noisy all the time. I sent complain no body
stopped him.
On the weekends this place full of people partying drinking, go all over for toilet needs.
You can smell outside is not too far less then 50 ft. from my property. Fall 2020 he put
some kind unknown sewage system, pipe running to open field.
Sometimes there’s people coming to there for shooting, few times reported to police.
Township allow him to stay there illegally, I have an email conversations attached.
As of family we are suffering a lot, my kids doesn’t want come here after shooting
problems.my daughter was reading book at deck when was that happened .she doesn’t
want came here at all.
Last year he cut trees in my property for widening his driveway, he put unsafe stairs in
my property on the hill. (Attached pictures).township even no power to remove those
unsafe stairs.
so many issues ,I can remember only this much now ,but this effecting our health

badly.my wife told me sell the place go away but I’m not gonna give up.
On his application there no actual measurements about his land boundaries, poorly
drawed sketch only, north side of his slum house not more then 30 ft. he put 198.i don’t
see also how far from pit’s land boundary.
HISTORY OF SLUM BUILDINGS.
I know the this property very well before; April 2019 there was one small molded 5fx6f
shed/outhouse only 2 wall was standing no roof others clapped.( I can see his
application there’s shed built 2003,10x12 is not correct ,dwelling build 2018 is not
correct)
-Late April early may 2019 I saw some people start coming there camping.
-14 may 2019 I sent to township complaint about this(attached document)
-17 may 2019 21:34 they start cutting I believe
15-20 big trees ,they were about 6-8 people(video attached)
-18 may 2019 they start covering molded shed (picture attached)
-18 may 2019 ,22:09 they still working middle of night (2 video )
-15 MAY 2020 sent complain to township about stairs built in by property (attached )
he is still using township didn’t do anything .on his application you can see he wants put
shed there.part of road and mailbox in my property .
-21 sept 2020 sent letter to township lawyer (attached)
-15 dec 2020 trying bring this matter to council meeting it’s rejected by Tara Mieske.
-27 march 2021, i found illegal sewage system has lots water built up open land i sent
email to townships of North and South, township lawyer.
28 march 2021 he did opened line and put sewage pipes trough to hill, now waste
flowing down to hill.
ERRORS MISTAKES IN APPLICATION
-1.1 Planing and building department meetings.
I like to know dates and detail those meetings
- 4. didn’t find required studies ,technical drawings, deed etc
- 5.all the checkmarks has no documentation ,
- 7.1 existing use is not residential house, its vacant land township probably more info
- 9.2 ,9.3 there are no accurate measurements
- 11.1 , 11.1.1 ,11.2 all infos not correct ,there’s no existing structures
- 14.1 and 14.2 there are no water well and septic system
I’m hoping to committee members understand this matter is not minor and deny this
application after that maybe township start follow Ontario building codes and property
standards .This beautiful area needs people obey rule of laws, not try destroy and
poison our society .
Thanks.
H.Berber

Note: This email will send, committee, township officials, council members, Provincial
MPP, Federal MP. and media.
- All the pictures/videos taken from my property or out of subject property line.

Township of North Frontenac
6648 Road 506, Plevna ON
K0H 2M0

April 9, 2021

Attn: Tara Mieske, Clerk / Planning Manager
Re:

A04/21 – Minor Variance – Con 1, Lot 28 (Palmerston), 9489C Road 509

I am submitting this objection to the above Minor Variance as a business owner and
owner of the adjacent property (Part Lots 27, 28 & 29, Con 1, Palmerston).
We know the routine where someone buys property or builds next to an existing use
such as a gravel pit or an airport, knowing it is there, and then afterwards complaining
about the ongoing operation.

Background
I purchased my property in the 1970s and started the gravel pit / operation at that time.
The gravel pit has been active and operational ever since. The operation includes the
removal of pit run materials and often includes the processing of mineral aggregates on
site (ie crushing, screening, sorting …etc) and all operations permitted in accordance
with the zoning for a Pit. Numerous pieces of equipment operate on the site.
The site is licensed as a Class B pit under the Aggregate Resources Act with an area of
32.6 ha (81 acres) and License Number 624220.
Attached find a copy of the Site License (see Figure 1). The license boundary coincides
with the rear property line of the subject Lot / Minor Variance at 9489C.

Boundary and Setbacks
The boundary of the licensed Site is the back property line of the subject property. The
existing residence recently built is located 12m (39 feet) from the Site boundary /
property line.
The distance of 198 feet specified on the application from the recently built residence to
the rear property line is grossly in error. The owner is aware of this error because I
showed him the property line in 2019 when I was marking the boundary of the Site
license in accordance with MNRF annual requirements.

Minor Variance
The Township identifies four (4) tests that a Minor Variance must meet; the fourth is:
1

4.

Is the application minor?

As the Township notice states (Section 3.27 (c.ii) of the Zoning Bylaw), “The minimum
separation distance shall be 70 metres measured from the lot line of the sensitive land
use and the license boundary of the pit”. The distance between the boundary and lot
line at this location is 0m, and even if you take the distance from the license boundary to
the existing residence, it is only 12m.

Environmental Study
I was contacted in May of 2020 by Mr Steve Rowland from St. Lawrence Testing and
Inspection Co Limited, who stated he was undertaking an Environmental Study for Mr
Poulin to address the residence being too close to the adjacent gravel pit. I described
the nature of the operation to Mr Rowland in response to his questions and identified
items that I would insist on being addressed by the study. I followed up with an email
dated May 4, 2020 (see attached Figure 2). Contrary to Mr Poulin’s statement now
(notes added by Mr Poulin to a copy of my email and attached to the application) - my
email is NOT an Environmental Study but identifies my concerns regarding the recently
built residence. I am not aware of an Environmental Study being completed by a
qualified professional.

Current pit face and licensed Site boundary
I have stressed to all during this entire process, the matter and application needs to be
assessed based on the license boundary and not the current pit face. The licensed Site
needs to be protected in its entirety as the operation can be located at any location
within the site as prescribed by the Site Plan. The location of the current pit face is
basically irrelevant.

Provincial Policy Statement (PPS)
Mineral aggregate resources shall be protected for long-term use as specified by the
PPS – “Mineral aggregate operations shall be protected from development and activities
that would preclude or hinder their expansion or continued use or which would be
incompatible for reasons of public health, public safety or environmental impact”.

County Official Plan (OP)
The County OP states – “The Townships shall identify and protect all existing mineral
aggregate operations from incompatible uses and activities that would preclude or
hinder their expansion or continued use, or which would be incompatible for reasons of
2

public health, public safety or environmental impact”. Approving the Minor Variance
application could hinder continued use of the licensed Site.

Other Errors on the Application
I am not aware of an approved well or septic system or holding tank being installed on
the property.
The lot is 358 feet deep on west one side as noted on the application, but the east side
is only 300 feet (not indicated on the sketch).
The property has not been a residential use for 40+ years as stated in the application.
The initial building (8’x12’) shown on the application was an incomplete shed (started by
my cousin when he owned the property) when Mr Poulin first occupied the property in
2018.
My comments regarding the statements on Page 6 of the application (9.3 Zoning By-law
Compliance):
-

I object to the location of the recently built residence and I never referred to my
licensed Site as ‘inactive’.
The Residence is not 1000m from the pit as stated in the application.
Setbacks specified and relief required are grossly wrong.

Again, the setbacks specified on page 7 of the application are grossly wrong.

Other
I ask that this Minor Variance decision not be influenced by the fact the applicant has
recently proceeded with construction of the residence.

Thank you for considering my objection and efforts to protect my existing business. Let
me know if you have any questions or require additional information.

Darwyn Sproule P.Eng.
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FIGURE 1 – Site Plan - License Number 624220
Aggregate Resources Act
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FIGURE 2 – D. Sproule Email to St. Lawrence Testing and Inspection Co Limited
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